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Nomenclature  
DR    Demand Response 

HVAC    Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning  

PMV    Predicted Mean Vote  

DHW    Domestic Hot Water  

DCW    Domestic Cold Water  

R    Dimensionless Number 

MF    Mixing factor (W/(m.K)) 

S Simulated hot water storage tank stratification during the 
discharging period  

M Measured hot water storage tank stratification during the 
discharging period 

LW    Light weight 

MW    Medium weight   

M    Massive 

g    Total solar heat transmittance 

ST    Direct solar transmittance 

GSHP    Ground source heat pump 

SHT    Space heating tank 

HEP    Hourly electricity price 

HWST    Hot water storage tank 

WT    Wavelet transform 

NARX Nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs 

PV    Photovoltaic 
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Ir     Irradiation on an inclined plane (W/m2)  

      panel area (m2) 

     Panel array’s maximum power point efficiency 

PR     Efficiency of any power conversion equipment 

WT     Wavelet transform  

NARX    Nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous inputs 

DE     Delivered energy (kWh/m2.a) 

LCC     Life cycle cost (€) 

I                                               Investment cost of real commercial products (€) 

Ecost                 Energy cost of building for the present year (€) 

t     Number of years in the LCC calculation 

re     Escalated real interest rate 

e     Electricity price escalation 

r     Real interest rate 

HWST    Hot water storage tank 

LP    Limiting price (€/MWh) 

H     Time horizon (h) 

B-NARX      Predictor model without the wavelet analysis  

WT-NARX   Model with the wavelet analysis 

Δt     Time step (h)  

HEPavr
+p,+q  Average of future HEPs from hour p to hour q    (€/MWh) 

CT,h     Daily heating energy cost (€/m2) 

Eh,d,I     Hourly heating energy demand (kWh/m2)  

Eh,day     Daily total heating energy demand (kWh/m2)  

Eh,s,i     Hourly generated heating energy (kWh) 

Qhp,h,max    Maximum heating power of the GSHP (kWh) 

Eh,s,max     Allowable heating energy content in the tank (kWh) 

     Hourly control command 

Tair     Indoor air temperature (°C) 

Top     Indoor operative temperature (°C) 

Tset     Indoor temperature set point (°C) 

Tmin     Minimum indoor temperature of the building (°C) 
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Tmax     Maximum indoor temperature of the building (°C) 

    Average outdoor temperature of previous 24 h (°C) 

     Limiting outdoor temperature (°C) 

Tset,min     Acceptable minimum indoor temperature set point (°C) 

Tset,max     Acceptable maximum indoor temperature set point (°C) 

Tset,normal  Normal temperature set point used for detached houses, in 
accordance with the Finnish building code (°C) 

Tmax,st,S  Maximum simulated hourly hot water storage tank temperature (°C) 

Tmin,st,S  Minimum simulated hourly hot water storage tank temperature (°C) 

Tmax,st,M  Maximum measured hourly hot water storage tank temperature (°C) 

Tmin,st,M  Minimum measured hourly hot water storage tank temperature (°C) 

Tset,DHWT    Temperature set point of the DHW tank (°C) 

Tset,SHT     Temperature set point of the space heating tank (°C) 

Tset,DHWT,normal    Normal temperature set point used for DHW tank (°C) 

Tset,SHT,normal  Normal temperature set point used for the space heating tank (°C) 
Tset,DHWT,max    Maximum temperature set point of the DHW tank (°C) 

Tset,SHT,max  Maximum temperature set point of the space heating tank (°C) 

Tmax,DHWT    Maximum temperature of the DHW tank (°C) 

Tmax,SHT    Maximum temperature of the space heating tank (°C) 

Tset,st,max  Maximum set point temperature of the hot water storage tank (°C) 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The building segment contributes up to 30% of global yearly greenhouse gas emissions, mainly 

through the use of fossil fuels during their operational stage, and consumes up to 40% of all 

energy used [6-8]. The level of greenhouse gas emissions from building segment correlates with 

the level of demand, supply and source of energy. Hence, because of scarcity of natural resources 

and continuous increment in the electricity consumption worldwide, it is very significant as well 

as demanding to develop energy-saving strategies. The buildings in the European Union account 

for 40% of the total energy consumption, mainly in space heating and hot water [9]. Overall, 

housing and tertiary sectors in the European Union account for 50% of the electricity 

consumption [9]: 22% of that consumption is for electric heating, 9% for hot water heating and 

1% for air conditioning [10]. In Finland, attributable to its cold climate, the heating in residential 

buildings accounts for 22% of the total primary energy consumption [11]. In 2012, detached 

houses comprised 89% of the Finnish residential buildings [12] and 31% of their heating energy 

is obtained from electricity [11].  

Demand side management  

It is stated [13] that the demand side management is a folder of demand side resources which can 

be utilized to change demand patterns to make sure security of supply. Demand side resources 

intend to be seen as another possibilities or supplements to supply side resources making sure 

security of supply by focusing on the operation of generators, and investments in new generation 

and network capacity. The extent to which demand side resources must be utilized depends on 

whether or not it can make certain security of supply in a more cost-efficient and environmental 

way than supply side resources. Usually, supply side resources have been the key resource but 

with higher penetrations of renewable energy sources, it is often expected that it will be more 

cost-efficient to accept a more well-known utilization of demand side resources [7].  

Demand side management has several rewards dependent on how it is considered [14-22]. 

Demand side management is divided in two categories, including permanent demand side 

management and temporary demand side management [13]. The permanent demand response 

consists of energy efficiency, conservation and load building that purposes at changing demand 

permanently at a long time scale ranging from months to several decades [23-24]. Temporary 

demand response is usually just called demand response and opposing to the permanent demand 
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response, and it tries to find to only make temporary alterations of consumption at times when 

this has value for the system [13] and [24-25]. 

Demand Response 

Temporary demand side management is normally just called Demand Response (DR). North 

American Electric Reliability Corporation [24] divided temporary demand side management or 

DR into dispatchable and non-dispatchable DR. This categorization emphases the controllability 

and reliability of the DR resource which in turn determines the applications of the resource. 

Dispatchable DR characteristically involves resources that can deliver up- and/or downwards 

changes of power with high reliability when ordered by the system operator with a short 

notification time in the range of seconds to a few hours. The non-dispatchable resources relies on 

voluntary adjustments of demand typically in response to price signals notified several hours or 

days in advance (although the notification time could be significantly shorter in some DR 

programs). In non-dispatchable DR strategies, the end-user is normally charged time-varying 

tariffs motivating changes in demand patterns and is for this reason regularly called price-based 

DR. It is optional in the meantime it is entirely up to the end-user how to respond to the tariffs. 

Thus, it is not dispatchable for the system operator and is therefore often also called indirect DR. 

Non-dispatchable DR is therefore less predictable for the system operator and is rarely used for 

reliability purposes but mainly to improve system efficiency. There exist numerous non-

dispatchable DR programs. This dissertation is delimited to price-based DR named and called 

only DR in the dissertation. DR states a form of elasticity of demand to price signals, which 

derives from actions carried out by the customer in response to them; the response can be tightly 

time-related to the price signal or delayed with respect to it.  

Without DR, the grid operators must rely on and use expensive and fossil fuel power plants 

during peak periods of electricity usage; it may also stop supplying certain areas if the demanded 

power cannot be provided. At the building segment, DR controls assist in shifting a part of the 

electricity demand of heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) from periods of high 

demand and price to lower periods [26-31]. These shifts can reduce the building’s energy costs 

though also improving the grid-wide load factor of the electric power system. International 

Energy Agency [32] presented that control programs such as pricing rules, technical standards of 

DR and environmental impacts by retailers or consumers form the main approach to relieve the 

global energy crisis. Callaway and Hiskens [33] showed that smart grid investments can make 
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evident the potential for buildings to become grid interactive resources while being just as 

controllable as or even more controllable than electricity generators.  

Demand response and indoor thermal comfort  

Due to the obvious effects of indoor temperature on the electricity demand in heating and cooling 

systems, flexible indoor temperature set points can diminish electricity demand [34-35]. Yan et 

al. [36] showed the state-of-the-art of the current obstacles and future needs and directions for the 

i) occupant observing and data assortment, ii) model development, iii) model evaluation, and iv) 

model implementation into building simulation tools. They recommended their outlines to be 

used for occupant behavior models and building energy modeling programs. 

One important feature in DR control strategies in building point-of-view is to maintain thermal 

comfort [37-38]. Thus, several scientists have studied the thermal comfort of dwellers in 

buildings in accordance with, for instance, socio-economic, cultural studies and consideration of 

future climate situations [37] and [39-41] by using different approaches such as predicted mean 

vote (PMV) [37] (publication I). The PMV model can be applied to air-conditioned buildings, 

while the adaptive model can be generally applied only to buildings where no mechanical 

systems have been installed [42]. The PMV/PPD model was developed by P.O. Fanger using 

heat-balance equations and empirical studies about skin temperature to define comfort. Fanger’s 

equations are used to calculate the PMV of a large group of subjects for a particular combination 

of air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, air speed, metabolic rate, and 

clothing insulation. Zhang et al [43] performed an experimental study to analyze the effects of 

direct load control (DLC) encouraged temperature rounds on university students’ thermal 

sensation and thermal acceptability in lecture theatres as a worst case setting for direct load 

control induced thermal environments. They resulted that operative temperature, vapor pressure, 

and the rate of temperature change are the three most important predictors during DLC events. 

Korkas et al. [44] proposed an algorithm for intelligent energy and thermal comfort management 

in grid-connected micro-grid with varied occupancy calendar. The control algorithm optimized 

both the energy cost and thermal comfort in accordance with occupant behaviour. Also they [45] 

developed and improved a control algorithm to merge demand response management and thermal 

comfort optimization in micro-grids equipped with renewable energy sources and energy storage 

units. They suggested that the reliable occupancy information can improve the management in 

micro-grids with renewable energy sources and energy storage. Klein et al. [46] presented and 

implemented a multi-agent comfort and energy system to model substitute management for three 
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different controller strategies and occupants. They modeled their case test by considering actual 

thermal zones, temperatures, occupant preferences and occupant schedules. They found that 

differences between their model and the traditional PMV thermal comfort assessment for indoor 

comfort conditions. They finally achieved a 12% reduction in energy consumption and 5% 

improvement in occupant comfort in comparison with the baseline control strategy. Molderink et 

al. [47] presented a three-step control methodology on domestic energy streams by restyling 

house energy profiles. They stated that objective like peak saving can be achieved without 

harming the comfort of residents meanwhile the indoor temperature deviation from indoor 

temperature set point is ±0.5 °C. Yoon et al. [48] proposed a controller strategy to save total 

delivered energy and cost even though maintaining reasonable thermal comfort for two houses in 

Austin, TX, USA. The control strategy changes indoor temperature set point when the selling 

price is upper than the preset price of the customers; also, they used the range of indoor air 

temperature (22.0–25.0 °C) for thermal comfort based on ASHRAE standard 55 [49]. They stated 

that energy cost can be saved up to 10.8% by using this control strategy. 

Rule-based and model-based demand response control  

The DR control algorithm in the building application can be categorized to rule-based and mode-

based strategies. In the rule-based DR control algorithm, the trend of energy price is determined 

based on the known data. For instance, the energy price and the weather data for some hour ahead 

are known and the heat demand is hourly calculated. Then, the energy consumption and cost are 

hourly determined based on the known data. In the model-based DR control algorithm, one 

or/and some parameters (e.g. energy price or/and weather data or/and heat demand etc.) is/are 

predicted to determine energy consumption and cost.  

Rule-based DR control algorithm: Surles and Henze [50] focused on applying a control analytic 

tool for evaluating the effectiveness of different DR actions to shift and reduce energy 

consumption during topmost pricing periods and lower the total energy cost for residential houses 

and utilities. Residential DR was used and developed, in interesting methods, to improve 

systems’ energy efficiency [51-52]. In addition, the same authors presented an arrangement for 

optimal performance of key household loads under smart grid context to get the profits of the 

availability of variable tariffs and renewables. In A´lvarez-Bel and Escriva´-Escriva´ [53], there 

is a description of micro-grid management where the electricity supplied from the grid is 

integrated with the use of own renewable generation, more efficient resources, and demand 

resources connected to the micro-grid by means of an energy management and control system. 
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Reductions of CO2 emission were evaluated for periods when renewable generation resources 

and demand management are cheaper than the electricity provided by the grid. Hedegaard and 

Balyk [54] published a model that enables analyses of individual heat pumps and heat storages 

integrated with the energy system. By working for some hours with low amount electricity prices, 

they showed benefits in flexible operation of heat pumps. Arteconi et al. [55] showed that 

grouping of the DR and hot water storage tank can have the potential of cost saving. Since the 

thermal energy storage is connected with different types of heat pumps, these combinations are 

potentially more energy efficient, cost efficient and environmentally-friendly [56-59]. Arteconi et 

al. [60] analyzed the influence of demand side management control approaches on the 

performance of thermally activated building systems for a commercial building. They examined 

three different demand side management strategies to estimate its potential for load shifting 

requested by the electricity grid while maintaining thermal comfort by assuming specific indoor 

temperature range (19.0–26.0 °C). They concluded high potential of thermally activated building 

systems within the demand side management framework. Arteconi et al. [61] found a heat pump 

connected with radiators or a floor heating system coupled with a hot water storage tank is a good 

manner for DR. They succeeded a good control of indoor air temperature since the heat pump is 

switched off during peak hours and the electricity cost was reduced by “time of use” tariff. 

According to Dréau and Heiselberg [62], concentrated studies on heating are usually conducted 

with a simplified model of the building, where the real thermodynamic behavior is not carefully 

considered and assessed. They recommended to use validated building simulation tools for such 

studies.  

Model-based DR control algorithm: Ali et al. [63] optimized the DR control of partial storage 

electric space heating by means of a linear programming approach to minimize the total energy 

cost of end-users. Thermal comfort was also taken into account utilizing assumed variation band 

of indoor temperature (±2.0 °C). They concluded that combining the heat storage tank and 

thermal inertia of the house is able to offer much flexibility in DR control. Ali et al. [64] studied 

the effect of storage tank’s degree and analyzed the impact of storage tank losses and demand 

uncertainty on the DR control optimality. Avci et al. [65] proposed a practical cost- and energy-

efficient model for a predictive HVAC load control strategy for buildings with hourly electricity 

pricing. The temperature range of thermal comfort was defined by the user to keep the thermal 

comfort level at a reasonable range. They found significant reductions in total delivered energy 

and cost. Nwulu and Xia [66] implemented model predictive control to reduce the dynamic 
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economic emission. The obtained results indicated that the closed-loop control model generally 

yields better results. Cole and Morton [67] reduced the topmost demand for electricity applying 

economic model predictive control. They used the primal-dual technique for optimizing the cost 

function. In addition, they suggested the periods for houses’ peak energy consumption and peak 

energy cost. Kwak and Huh [68] developed an efficient predictive control based on the improved 

weather forecast. Lauro et al. [69] applied the model predictive control theory for forming the 

active DR. They reviewed the benefit of using predictive control in active DR control and its 

critical issues. Siano and Sarno [70] combined Monte Carlo simulation and real time distribution 

market to assess the action and influence of the DR. They defined four different indoor air 

temperature set points regarding to the energy price. They showed the suggested technique allows 

saving costs for residential end-users. Bianchini et al. [71] advanced a predictive control 

algorithm according to price signals to affect their consumption form. These signals are regularly 

sent once or twice a day to state a price if energy consumption, during certain hours of the day, is 

lower or higher a specified maximum amount of energy to be consumed during hours. They 

proposed this method for different building types and groups. Hedegaard and Balyk [54] stated 

that a model-integrated heat pump and one hot water storage tank can activate for hours with low 

marginal electricity costs. Predictive control algorithms perform well to significantly reduce 

energy consumption and cost [37] and [72-74].  

The rule-based DR control algorithm is easier than model-based one to be implemented in the 

practical point-of-view. Also, the influence of the rule-based demand response control algorithm 

on energy consumption and cost had not been studied in a cold climate before. Thus, the rule-

based demand response control algorithms were investigated in this thesis. For comparison, a 

model-based DR control algorithm was studied as well in this dissertation.  

According to the literature review, the indoor air temperature has been used as the main sign for 

thermal comfort. This means that other aspects, including activity level, clothing level, humidity, 

air speed, surface temperature and temperature drift have not be examined in the thermal comfort. 

The influence of the DR actions on depth thermal comfort, heating energy consumption and cost 

has not been deeply studied for residential houses in a cold climate. In addition, DR control 

algorithms were not attentively studied for different heating systems. 

1.2 Objectives and novelty of this thesis  

This section summarizes objectives and novelties of the thesis based on the original publications 

(I-V) conducted during the author’s doctoral study period. This doctoral thesis aimed to find out 
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the saving of the energy consumption and cost by applying DR control algorithms for different 

building types and heating systems in a cold climate. To achieve these aims, the novelties of the 

thesis were defined as follows,  

The first novel feature was to find out the acceptable range of indoor air and operative 

temperatures for the studied buildings fulfilling with the recommended thermal comfort 

categories in accordance with the EN 15251 standard (original publication I).  

The second novel feature was to reduce the energy cost of electric heating system by studying 

three rule-based DR control algorithms, without sacrificing thermal comfort of the inhabitants 

(original publication I). This means that DR control algorithms were only applied for space 

heating for electrically heated residential houses. 

The third novel feature was to develop the presented rule-based DR control algorithms, in 

publication I, for a heat-pump heated residential house (original publication II). This means that 

both space heating and hot water storage tank were well-ordered by these DR control algorithms. 

In addition, cost-optimal size and temperature set points of thermal energy storage tank were 

determined, and finally electricity and cost savings of building were found out (original 

publication II).  

The fourth novel feature was to develop the rule-based DR control algorithm with the best 

performance in cost saving point of view (original publication III). 

The fifth novel feature was to develop four rule-based DR control algorithms for two other heat 

generation systems in a detached house in a cold climate. The heat generation systems were a 

ground source heat pump (GSHP) coupled with a two-storage tank system and a water-based 

electric heating system coupled with a similar storage tank system (original publication IV). 

The sixth novel feature was to present the integration of a data-driven predictive model-based 

control algorithm for buildings with heat pump and on-site energy generation (original 

publication V). 

1.3 Restriction of this thesis  

This thesis had some limitations to achieve results categorized, as examples, as follows: 

Climate: The results may be different for different climates, because the heat demand of building 

would be different.   

Hourly electricity price: This thesis used hourly electricity price of 2012 year. The results would 

be different for different years as well. 
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Building type: The studied building type is detached house and the results may be different if the 

building type is different.  

Financial assessment: In the life cycle cost assessment, uncertainty for parameters such as 

escalated real interest rate, electricity price escalation and real interest were not studied, so 

different values for these parameters may conclude different results. 

1.4 Assumptions of this thesis 

The main assumptions were used in this dissertation are as follows, 

It was assumed to study nine different buildings, including three different buildings types with 

three different structures. 

It was assumed to study five different heating systems, including a) direct electric, b) GSHP 

coupled with HWST, c) GSHP coupled with two-storage tank system, d) water-based electric 

heating system coupled with two-storage tank system, and e) GSHP coupled with HWST and PV.  

The assumed method is Fanger approach used to predict the thermal comfort of the inhabitants. 

The occupancy schedule, activity level, clothing level, fixed metabolic rate and fixed number of 

occupants (maximum four persons) were assumed. 

The indoor temperature set point in the reference case was assumed 21 °C. 

The temperature set point of the hot water storage tank in the reference case was assumed 55 °C. 

In the LCC calculation, the electricity price escalation and real interest rate were assumed.  

The temperature difference in the cross section of the hot water storage tank was assumed 

negligible.  

The limiting outdoor temperatures were assumed 0 °C (publication I-IV) and -21 °C (publication 

I). 

It was assumed that the effect of time between switching on heat pump and achieving the defined 

hot water temperature of the storage tank was negligible on the results.  
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2. Methodology  
This section presents the building simulation tool used for all publications (I-V). Then, the main 

parts, including the weather data, energy price and thermal comfort applied on the building 

simulation tool are described. Finally, some particular area of published articles, including life 

cycle cost calculation and validation of storage tank model in the building simulation tool 

(publication III) are clarified, and the obtained results are used for other publications (publication 

IV and V). 

2.1 Dynamic IDA ICE building simulation tool 

This dissertation is simulation-based. Building simulation software plays an important role in the 

study and analysis. The simulation part of this research was implemented by IDA Indoor Climate 

and Energy (IDA ICE) [75]. The IDA ICE 4.5-7 building simulation software is a detailed and 

dynamic multi-zone simulation application with variable time step. The IDA ICE has been 

validated in several and different studies, for example [76-79] which show good justification to 

use the IDA ICE in this study. For example, Travesi et al. [80] conducted an empirical validation 

study of models of the IDA ICE relating to thermal behaviour of buildings and HVAC 

equipment. They found that agreement between simulated and measured data was good and 

disagreements were similar to the measurement uncertainty.  

The IDA ICE is a befitting tool for simulation of energy consumption, indoor air quality and 

thermal comfort in buildings. It can be used for a variety of applications, such as integrated 

airflow network and thermal models, CO2 and moisture calculation and vertical temperature 

gradients. 

The Test Reference Year (TRY) weather file is intended to represent a ‘typical’ weather year, 

designed to be used for making estimates of predicted energy consumption. This doctoral thesis 

used the Finnish test reference year (TRY2012) as a climate data for dynamic simulations [81]. 

This TRY was named TRY2012, because it was published in year 2012. The TRY is, therefore, 

an assembled composite of average months from a database of historical weather data. The data 

on climate conditions were gathered and calculated by recording a 30-year period (1980–2009) in 

Helsinki region [81]. Finnish climate is highly influenced by the country’s geographical position 

between the 60th and 70th northern parallels in the Eurasian continent’s coastal zone, which 

shows characteristics of both a maritime and a continental climate, depending on the direction of 

weather front. The annual report mean temperature for Helsinki-Vantaa area is +5.4 °C, bringing 
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the region under the Finnish climatic zone 1 [82]. The average number of degree days at indoor 

temperature of 17.0 °C is 3952 Kd. 

Other sub-sections are applied and used in the IDA ICE building simulation tool to study the 

effect of DR actions in building application.  

2.2 Hourly electricity price 

The dynamic energy price is an impotent part of the DR actions in the energy consumption and 

cost in the building applications. This study used hourly electricity price (HEP) which is 

announced daily 24 h ahead announced by Nord Pool [83], and the obtained 2012 data included 

energy [83], transfer and taxes [84] fees.  

Figure 1 shows the hourly energy price for years 2010-2013. It can be found that the variation of 

the energy price in 2012 year is more than other presented years, thus this year data was used in 

most of the cases in this study. Also, several studies used the same year hourly electricity price 

2012 year, for example, in [85-87].   
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Figure 1. Hourly energy prices for different years. 

Besides the HEP which plays important role in the DR actions in energy consumption and cost in 
building application, indoor thermal comfort is mandatory to be considered.  

2.3 Indoor thermal comfort according to the EN 15251 standard and fulfilment of the 

ASHRAE standard 55 

As it was stated in the literature review, the DR in the building application is not accepted if the 

thermal comfort is not deeply defined and controlled. Thermal comfort describes a person’s 

psychological state of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is 

assessed by subjective evaluation [88]. Thermal comfort has great influence on the productivity 

and satisfaction of occupants in buildings [39]. This study used the Fanger approach to predict 

the thermal comfort of occupants in buildings [88]. 

To conduct this research, two reference standards including the EN 15251 [89] and ASHRAE 

standard 55 [49] were considered. EN 15251, the European standard, specifies the indoor 

environmental parameters which have an impact on energy performance of the buildings. Table 1 

and Table 2 show the four categories, describing the level of expectations for the occupants, and 

the comfort conditions for those categories of buildings respectively defined in this standard. 
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Table 1. Description of the applicability of thermal comfort categories of the EN 15251. 

Category Explanation 

I 
High level of expectation and is recommended for spaces occupied by very sensitive and fragile 

persons with special requirements like handicapped, sick, very young children and elderly persons 

II Normal level of expectation and should be used for new buildings and renovations 

III An acceptable, moderate level of expectation and may be used for existing buildings 

IV 
Values outside the criteria for the above categories. This category should only be accepted for a limited 

part of the year  

 

Table 2. Thermal comfort categories for design of mechanically heated and cooled buildings. 

Category 
Thermal state of the body as a whole 

PPD % PMV 

I <6 -0.2 < PMV <+0.2 

II <10 -0.5 < PMV < +0.5 

III <15 -0.7 < PMV < +0.7 

IV >15 PMV < - 0.7 or +0.7 < PMV 

Moreover, the categories in Table 1 and Table 2 are defined by means of PPD and PMV values, 

and the lower limits of PMV values were used to determine the minimum acceptable indoor air 

and operative temperatures during the heating season. The maximum PMV values were used to 

define the maximum acceptable indoor air and operative temperature during the heating season, 

even though the maximum PMV values have originally been defined for the cooling season.  

The EN 15251 standard [89] defines several methods for residential and non-residential buildings 

to evaluate the fulfilment of comfort indoor conditions. This study uses the percentage falling 

outside the limits of the acceptable range method. The method allows a slight time deviation from 

the acceptable range. A 5% deviation [89] is used in this study for temperatures above the 

criteria, for 24 min (during a weekday), 2 h (during a week), 9 h (during a month) and 108 h 

(during a year).  
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The ASHRAE standard 55 [49] defines the maximum operative temperature change allowed. The 

monotonic and non-cyclic changes in operative temperature are known as temperature drifts and 

ramps. Drifts and ramps refer to passive temperature changes of the enclosed space and to 

actively controlled temperature changes, respectively. Table 3 specifies the maximum allowed 

variation in operative temperature during a period of time. According to the ASHRAE standard 

55 [49] for any time period, the variation of operative temperature cannot exceed the limits 

defined in Table 3. But, if the variations are created as a result of control or adjustments by the 

occupant, higher variations may be acceptable. 
Table 3. Maximum allowed variation in operative temperature. 

Limits on temperature drifts and ramps 

Time period (h) 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 

Maximum operative temperature change 

allowed (°C) 
1.1 1.7 2.2 2.8 3.3 

2.4 Determination of the temperature comfort bounds 

According to the thermal comfort categories, it is possible to define temperature comfort bounds 

used in the DR. This section presents the assessment of the indoor operative temperature drift for 

the building types. Then, the indoor temperature comfort is determined.  

To assess the speed of the indoor operative temperature drift in the nine studied buildings, Figure 

2 shows the indoor operative temperature during 4 h of January (as typical winter temperatures in 

Finland) since the heating system is switched off. It shows that LW-1960 and MW-1960 

buildings do not fulfil the acceptable variation of the indoor operative temperature defined by the 

ASHRAE standard 55 [49]. But, the ASHRAE standard 55 [49] states that higher variations may 

be acceptable because the studied temperature variations are created by the control system. The 

LW-1960 building was selected for the energy and cost simulations because it represents the 

extreme building type due to the very low thermal mass and poor level of thermal insulation. 
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Figure 2. Fulfilment of ASHRAE standard 55 rule for operative temperature change for the nine studied buildings. 

In order to determine the acceptable range of indoor air and operative temperatures, the 

correlation between PMV values and indoor air temperature set points was studied. The coldest 

period of 2012 year (8 January–4 March) was simulated to determine the critical values of PMVs 

(minimum and maximum) by regulating different indoor air temperature set points. Then, the 

simulated PMVs and indoor air temperature set points obtained were drawn to find the linear 

trendline of PMV as a function of indoor air temperature set points. Therefore, the defined linear 

trendlines were used to determine the acceptable range of indoor air temperature set points by 

inserting the minimum and maximum PMV values (Table 1 and Table 2) of the EN 15251 

standard [89] into the equation of linear trendlines. This strategy was simulated to find out the 

acceptable range of indoor temperatures for different building types with different heat 

distribution systems and different activity levels, clothing levels and air velocities. Figure 3 

shows an example of minimum and maximum lines of indoor air temperatures (Tair) for the LW-

1960 building type with electric radiator heating system and P-controller type.  
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Figure 3. Defining minimum and maximum linear lines of indoor air temperature set point in different categories 

(Table 1 and Table 2). 

2.5 Life cycle cost assessment 

To concentrate on the cost-efficient system, the life cycle cost (LCC) can be used to select the 

cost-efficient equipment, for instance. The LCC for a 20-year period was calculated using the 

investment cost of the storage tank and the net present value of total energy cost into account. 

The heating system and ground source heat pump were fixed in the LCC assessment, and only 

size of the hot water storage tank was variable to find out the minimum LCC for a 20-year period. 

Thus, the cost of the heating system and ground source heat pump were excluded in the LCC 

calculation. The life cycle cost (LCC) (€) is represented by Equation (1), 

                                           (1)  

where I (€) is the investment cost of real commercial products [90], Ecost (€) is the energy cost of 

the residential building for the current year, t is the number of years and re is the escalated real 

interest rate calculated by Equation (2), 

                                  (2)  

where e is the electricity price escalation and r is the real interest rate. The determined electricity 

price escalation is 3% [11]. Also, the selected environmentally-friendly real interest rate is 5% 

[91]. 

The price of floor area needed for different hot water storage tanks was not taken into account in 

the calculation of life cycle cost. 
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2.6 Experimental validation of storage tank model 

The reason to validate the storage tank model of the IDA ICE is to find out the vertical 

temperature distribution of the tank. Thermal stratification can have significant effect on the 

performance of the systems connected to the hot water storage tank e.g. heat pump [92]. 

Compared with a stratified hot water storage tank, the delivered heating energy to building was 

increased up to 20% with a fully mixed hot water storage tank [93]. Thus, the stratified tank 

model obtains results as accurate and close as possible to the real one, and the stratified hot water 

storage tank model was studied in these publications II-V. To make simpler the model, a one-

dimensional storage tank model was used [94]. To demonstrate the stratification level; mixing 

level of the hot water storage tank defines heat exchange between layers (the height of the storage 

tank is divided to different layers), by reason of mixing process. The mixing level summarizes the 

hot water storage tank’s thermal stratification, which depends for instance on storage tank 

formation [95]. The stratified storage tank of IDA ICE can be configured for dissimilar 

configurations such as different heights and diameters, number of inlets and outlets with different 

positions, with or without auxiliary heater(s) and internal heat exchanger(s) [95]. The mixing 

factor (MF), as the parameter of storage tank in the IDA ICE, defines heat exchange between 

layers to determine the level of mixing process. Equation (3) presents the heat transfer, Qi (W), 

between two layers in the storage tank model of the IDA ICE with the mixing factor (W/m.K) 

parameter. 

                                                                             (3) 

where A (m2) is the cross-section area of the storage tank, i is the water temperature difference 

between the layers and Hi (m) is the height of the layer i. The overall heat transfer between each 

adjacent layer determines the heat transfer between bottom and top layers of the storage tank 

model presented by Equation (4), 

                                          (4) 

Thus, mixing factor of the IDA ICE should be carefully determined to reach the simulated 

thermal stratification close to measured data. 

To validate the hot water storage tank model of IDA ICE, the experimental set-up was used to 

measure the vertical temperature profile of the hot water storage tank in the HVAC laboratory of 
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Aalto University. The size of the measured hot water storage tank, shown in Figure 4, was 0.5 m3 

with 1.85 m and 0.59 m inner height and diameter, respectively. 

 
Figure 4. Schematic of measured hot water storage tank.   

Also, the hot water storage tank was connected to the GSHP with a constant flowrate (20 

dm3/min) during charging time. The inlet height of the GSHP to the hot water storage tank and 

the storage tank to the GSHP were 120 cm and 20 cm. The outlet connections from the hot water 

storage tank to the space heating and the domestic hot water (DHW) were installed in the top of 

the tank, and the connections from space heating and Domestic Cold Water (DCW) to the tank 

were located in the bottom. There are five temperature sensors (class 1 T-type thermocouples) 

with ±0.5 °C accuracy through height of tank located in 20, 51, 83, 118 and 153 cm; moreover, 

the temperature difference in the cross section is negligible. The height and diameter of each 

layer is 37 and 59 cm, respectively and the temperature sensor is located in the middle of each 

layer. The auxiliary heater is located at the top of the hot water storage tank (fifth layer) and the 

GSHP is connected in the lower height (forth layer). The readings are logged with a National 

Instruments LabView–based software via interfaces belonging to the National Instruments Data 

Acquisition platform with ±0.37 °C accuracy. Therefore, the total accuracy of this measurement 

is ±0.62 °C according to Pythagorean Theorem [96]. 

To realize the stratification level of the hot water storage tank, the measured tank was modeled in 

the IDA ICE and an 8-hour discharging period. The hot water storage tank was modeled and 

simulated with similar height and diameter of the measured tank, height of the inlet and outlet 

connections, number of recorded sensors, and flow rates. To implement hot water storage tank 

temperature distribution, a dimensionless number (R) is presented. It defines the ratio of 
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difference between maximum and minimum simulated and measured hourly temperatures to 

show the difference between simulated and measured temperatures by Equation (5), 

                                                      (5) 

where Tmax,st,S is the maximum simulated, Tmin,st,S is the minimum simulated, Tmax,st,M is the 

maximum measured and Tmin,st,M is the minimum measured hourly hot water storage tank 

temperatures. 

To find out the best MF value, the iteration is needed between the MF and the R value, as a 

dimensionless number, defined and calculated based on the ratio of simulated and measured 

temperatures of the hot water storage tank. This calculation procedure is during 8-hour 

discharging period, as temperature stratification in the tank occurs during this period and the IDA 

ICE hot water storage tank can be validated. Figure 5 shows the results of a simulation comparing 

simulated and measured temperature distribution of the hot water storage tank during this 

discharging period. It shows the relation between temperature ratio and different mixing factors 

and shows that the closest agreement between the simulated and measured temperature 

distribution occurs with value 12 W/(m.K) of mixing factor. 

 

 
Figure 5. The relation between temperature ratio and the heat exchange between layers due to mixing process. 

The selected mixing factor value was used in the simulation of publication II-IV. Figure 6 shows 

the simulated results and measured data of the hot water storage tank during the discharge period. 

Their difference shows that the range of the dissimilarities between the simulated and measured 

temperatures at the end of the discharging period is from 0 to 2.3 °C. Thus, it is considered the 
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difference between the simulated and measured water temperatures is at the acceptable level with 

the defined mixing factor. 

 
Figure 6. Simulated (S) and measured (M) results of the hot water storage tank stratification during the discharging 

period. 
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3. Building Information  
The studied building type is a Finnish two-storey detached house shown in Figure 7 simulated 

with three different levels of thermal insulation and thermal mass.  

 
Figure 7. Two-story building (180m2) with the area of each zone and window. 

The floor area of the building is 180 m2, and it has six rooms and kitchen with the room height of 

2.6 m. Nine different versions of the detached house were simulated, the versions being 

determined on the basis of differences in construction practice and building regulations during 

different decades. The geometry of the building was the same in all publications (I-V), but 

thermal insulation and thermal mass levels were different in publications I-III.  

3.1 Building types and properties  

Three different types of buildings (1960, 2010 and Passive) with three different types of 

structures (light weight (LW), medium weight (MW) and massive) were simulated and analyzed. 

The building of ‘‘1960’’ is an old building built in 1960, and the buildings of ‘‘2010’’ and 

Passive are new buildings. The level of thermal insulation of the ‘‘1960’’ house is based on a 

typical level Finnish detached house built in 1960s in accordance with the Finnish energy 

certificate [97]. The level of thermal insulation of the ‘‘2010’’ house complies with the minimum 

requirements of the Finnish building code C3 [98], and the Passive house follows the Finnish 

regulations for Finnish Passive houses [99]. Air tightness of the ‘‘1960’’ and ‘‘2010’’ houses is 

based on the default values of the Finnish energy certificate [97] and air tightness of the Passive 

house abides with the guideline [99]. Table 4 shows the different cases of structures with their U-

value, window properties and air tightness. 
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Table 4. Properties of different structures: thermal insulation, U-values, window properties and air tightness. 

Cases 
Thermal 

insulation 

U-values (W/m²K) 
Window 

properties 
Air tightness  

Ext wall Roof Base floor Doors Windows g1 ST2 q50 (m³/h.m²) 

Lightweight                 

LW-1960 Typical 1960 0.81 0.47 0.35 2.2 2.8 0.78 0.74 7.3 

LW-2010 Standard 2010 0.17 0.09 0.09 1.0 1.0 0.46 0.39 4.9 

LW-Pass Passive 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.5 0.8 0.46 0.39 0.7 

Medium weight                 

MW-1960 Typical 1960 0.81 0.47 0.35 2.2 2.8 0.78 0.74 7.3 

MW-2010 Standard 2010 0.17 0.09 0.09 1.0 1.0 0.46 0.39 4.9 

MW-Pass Passive 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.5 0.8 0.46 0.39 0.7 

Massive                 

M-1960 Typical 1960 0.81 0.47 0.35 2.2 2.8 0.78 0.74 7.3 

M-2010 Standard 2010 0.17 0.09 0.09 1.0 1.0 0.46 0.39 4.9 

M-Pass Passive 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.5 0.8 0.46 0.39 0.7 

1 Total solar heat transmittance (g) 
2 Direct solar transmittance (ST)  
The building envelope specifications are presented in Table 5. The LW structures are wood frame 

constructions. The structures of the MW buildings are similar to the LW cases except there is a 

concrete base floor. All the walls of the Massive buildings are LW concrete blocks but the roof 

and floor are concrete. 
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Table 5. Building envelope specifications. 

Thermal insulation 

level 
Elements of construction 

Material composition (thickness of the layer) - external structures 

from inside to outside 

Light weight    

(typical 1960) 

(publication I-III) 

External wall 
gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (150mm) + mineral wool (50mm), 

wind shield board (9mm) 

Internal wall gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (40mm), gypsum (13mm) 

Roof 
gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (150mm) + mineral wool (80mm), 

water proof sheet (10mm) 

Base floor 
wood (14mm), wooden frame (200mm) + mineral wool (100mm), wind 

shield board (9mm) 

Intermediate floor 
wood (15mm), particle board (22mm), wooden frame (150mm), gypsum 

(13mm) 

Medium weight 

(standard 2010) 

(publication I) 

External wall 
gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (250mm) + mineral wool (250mm), 

wind shield board (9mm) 

Internal wall gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (40mm), gypsum (13mm) 

Roof 
gypsum (13mm), wooden frame (150mm) + mineral wool (150mm), 

mineral wool (260mm), water proof sheet (10mm) 

Base floor wood (14mm), concrete (80mm), EPS thermal insulation (430mm) 

Intermediate floor 
wood (15mm), particle board (22mm), wooden frame (150mm), gypsum 

(13mm) 

Massive passive 

(publication I-V) 

External wall 
light weight concrete block (130mm), polyurethane (340mm), light 

weight concrete block (90mm) 

Internal wall light weight concrete block (100mm) 

Roof 
filler (5mm), concrete (100mm), mineral wool (490mm), water proof 

sheet (10mm) 

Base floor 
wood (14mm), light weight concrete (15mm), concrete (100mm), EPS 

thermal insulation (480mm) 

Intermediate floor 
wood (15mm), light weight concrete (15mm), concrete (100mm), filler 

(5mm) 
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3.2 Heating systems 

This doctoral thesis deals with different heating systems. Direct electric heating via radiators and 

floor heating were studied in publication I. This heating system alternative focuses on these two 

heat distribution systems and two typical controllers for electric heating systems (on–off 

controller [100] and P-controller [101]) as the alternative systems and controller types for 

buildings (publication I). The value of the on–off controller type dead band is assumed to be 1.0 

°C and the proportional band of the P-controller type is also assumed to be 1.0 °C. 

The GSHP coupled with one hot water storage tank was studied in publication II, III and V. The 

heat pump and hot water storage tank used in this thesis (publication II, III and V) are real 

commercial products [90] and [102]. The hot water storage tank is located and installed in the 

bathroom. The GSHP has variable condensation temperature and the coefficient of performance 

(COP) and heating power of the selected heat pump are, respectively, 4.9 and 8.9 at the 

standardized test point (0/35 °C) defined in EN 14511-2 [103]. The heat pump is able to increase 

the water temperature up to 65 °C. For higher temperature, an auxiliary electric heater with 9 kW 

heating power is installed at the top of the hot water storage tank to work simultaneously with the 

heat pump if needed. The studied sizes of the tanks were 0.3–1.5 m3. The smallest size had 

polyurethane insulation thickness of 70 mm, and other sizes had 100 mm thickness. The height of 

the various tanks was similar, and their diameters vary. The tap water provided by a DHW tank 

was 55 °C [104]. When the water temperature is 55 °C, recommended by Finnish building 

regulation, or more, legionella is no issue. The supply water temperature to the floor heating was 

controlled according to the outdoor temperature, and dimensioning temperatures of the supply 

and return water were 40/30 °C at a design outdoor temperature -26 °C. As well, room 

temperature was controlled by a PI-controller. 

The GSHP coupled with two separate hot water storage tanks (two-storage tank) was studied in 

publication IV. These tanks belong to space heating demand by space heating tank and DHW 

consumption by DHW tank. In this regard, DHW is preheated by a space heating tank, shown in 

Figure 8a. The heat distribution system was a water-based floor heating system with the same 

dimensioning temperatures of the supply and return water in publication II, III and V. The water 

temperature of a space heating tank is heated up to a defined set point temperature by the GSHP. 

Further, room temperature was controlled by a PI-controller. The domestic cold water (DCW) is 

connected to the bottom of the space heating tank and it is preheated by flowing water through 

coil of the space heating tank before incoming inside of the DHW tank. As the DHW tank is 
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preheated in a space heating tank, the heat demand level of a DHW tank to reach the aimed set 

point temperature is lower. Thus, the operation time of the GSHP to heat DHW tank decreases 

meaning that the average of COP increases. Then, the DHW is heated up to the defined set point 

temperature by the GSHP connected to a heat exchanger in a DHW tank or electric heater. The 

GSHP switches between tanks and does not work simultaneously for both tanks. Heating of the 

DHW tank is prioritized, which means that firstly, DHW tank’s temperature is monitored and its 

set point temperature is applied, then the space heating tank is heated if it is needed. The GSHP 

heats the water temperature of the space heating tank without heat exchanger and DHW tank with 

heat exchanger. It means that there is no temperature difference between the water temperature of 

the space heating tank and the supply water from the GSHP, and around 2 °C temperature 

difference between water temperature of DHW tank and GSHP. 

The electric heating system coupled with two-storage tank, storing electric heating system, was 

studied in publication IV. The difference between this heating system and the GSHP coupled 

with two-storage tank is to use electric heater instead of the GSHP (Figure 8b). The power of an 

electric heater in the storing electric heating system model is 9 kW installed at the top of each 

storage tank. The electric heaters run based on a defined set point temperature for each tank. The 

electric heater heats the water temperature of a space heating tank and DHW tank directly.  

 

Figure 8. Configurations of the heat generation system for a two-storage tank, including a DHW tank (DHWT) and 
space heating tank (SHT) model: a) the GSHP heating system model, b) the electric heating storage system model. 
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3.3 Ventilation system 

The 1960 building type has a mechanical exhaust ventilation system (publication I). The 

ventilation rate of this building type is based on the average ventilation rate of Finnish houses 

with mechanical exhaust ventilation. For the 1960s cases, the ventilation rate considered is 0.36 

air change per hour (ACH). The 2010 and Passive building types have a mechanical supply and 

exhaust ventilation system with heat recovery (publication I). This system is the most common 

ventilation system in new Finnish detached houses. Heat recovery with the efficiency of 60% and 

80% for 2010 and Passive cases, respectively, has been employed (publication I-V). In the 2010 

and Passive building types, ACH is 0.5, in accordance with the guideline of the Finnish building 

code D2 (2012). The Air Handling Unit (AHU) is provided with defrost protection of the heat 

exchanger. In this AHU, the defrost protection is controlled so that the minimum achievable 

exhaust temperature after the heat exchanger is 1 °C. When the exhaust air temperature falls 

below 1 °C, the supply air is bypassed with damper and passes through reheating coil. Also, the 

effect of defrost protection on efficiency of ventilation heat recovery is taken into account in the 

hourly simulation. 

3.4 Behavior of the occupants 

Activities and clothing have an effect on thermal comfort [105] and [106]. Thus, the activity 

levels of 1.0 met (seated and relaxed) and 1.2 met (standing and relaxed) were used in the 

simulation and clothing insulation levels of 0.96 clo (trousers, long-sleeved shirts plus suit 

jackets) and 1.14 clo (trousers, long-sleeved shirts plus suit jackets plus vest and T-shirt) were 

studied [107] (publication I). In other publications (II-V), the activity and clothing levels were 

used 1.2 and 0.96, respectively. In the publication I, the influence of different activity and 

clothing levels on the acceptable indoor temperature set points were studied. In the publication II-

V, the fixed value for the activity and clothing levels were assumed. The heat and moisture 

generated from occupants are automatically calculated in the building simulation software. 

Because the relative humidity of indoor air also affects thermal comfort [106] and [108] indoor 

air moisture is considered in the simulations. Thus, typical Finnish level of moisture production 

was used as initial data for the simulation. This study used the daily moisture production of 2.7 

kg/24h per occupant, in accordance with the study by Vinha et al. [109]; therefore, the total 

moisture production from persons and equipment is 10.8 kg/24h and 5.4 kg/24h, respectively 

(publication I-V). 
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Internal heat gains play important roles in heating load production in buildings. They consist of 

sensible and latent heat gains from occupants, sensible heat gains from lighting, and sensible and 

latent heat gains from equipment. The heat gains from occupants were considered when studying 

different activity levels. To implement these values, typical consumption profiles of appliances 

and lighting of Finnish detached houses were used in these publications I-IV. 

The studied building has eight zones, including four bedrooms, open kitchen and living room, 

bathroom, hall and staircase. The number of people is one or two in the bedroom(s), four in the 

kitchen and living room, and one in each other zones (bathroom, hall and staircase). Staircase and 

bathroom have small-constant value for occupancy profile during a year, while other zones have 

different hourly occupancy profile for weekdays and weekends. This doctoral thesis utilized 

consumption profiles defined by means of the conditional demand analysis technique [110] and 

applied to 1630 Finnish households, in these publications I, II, III and IV. The analysis was 

carried out by using statistical information gathered through questionnaires and by examining 

one-year hourly measured electricity consumption of the households. The analysis resulted in 

different consumption profiles for weekdays and holidays of the four seasons of the year. The 

hourly consumption profiles for the equipment and lighting used in the simulation are presented 

in Figure 9 for winter weekdays. 

 
Figure 9. Hourly electric power for lighting and equipment in a typical Finnish household during weekdays of the 

winter period [111]. 

In these publications I, II, III and IV, it was assumed that all the electric energy used for inside 

lighting and part of the electric energy used for equipment end up as an internal heat gain of the 

building [110] and [112]. According to the Finnish building code [113], a half of the electricity 
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consumption of the equipment that heat water (e.g. dishwasher or washing machine) can be 

assumed to end up as internal heat gain of the building. Because of this, 86% of the total 

electricity consumption of the equipment was assumed to end up as an internal heat gain of the 

studied houses. According to hourly consumption profiles for lighting and equipment, these 

values for the studied buildings were 8.5 and 22.2 KWh/(m2.a). 

In publication V, another scenario for lighting, equipment and occupancy profiles, and level of 

lighting and appliances was studied. The building is unoccupied from 10:00 to 18:00 and the rest 

period is occupied. Based on this profile, the internal heat gains and total energy consumption for 

the building were generated by the IDA-ICE simulation software. Annual electricity consumption 

by lighting and appliances are 5.0 and 16.7 kWh/(m2.a), respectively. 
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4. Demand response control algorithms  
This doctoral research is simulation-based because it was the only practically possible way to 

implement all those different cases included in the investigation. The building types were 

different and the number of studied buildings, presented in publication I, was nine, so it was 

impossible to conduct this research based on measurement for this number of cases. In addition, 

the heating system presented in publication IV is not very popular, so possibility for 

measurement-based approach was very difficult. Thus, there were rough limitations to consider 

measurement approach for such study. Also, different conditions can be studied to figure out the 

best one by simulation-based research. 

The DR mechanism motivates the occupants to adjust different temperature set points for space 

heating, while keep up the thermal comfort of the dwellers at the acceptable level, and/or 

maintaining different temperature set points for hot water storage tank(s) by following the HEP.  

The DR control algorithms in this thesis were defined based on i) momentary of HEP 

(chapter  4.1.1), ii) a trend of previous HEPs by median method (chapter  4.1.2), iii) a trend of 

future HEPs by blocking-maximum subarray, sliding-maximum subarray, moving average 

methods (chapter  4.1.2) and linear programming with wavelet transform and nonlinear 

autoregressive network with exogenous inputs method (chapter  4.2). Table 6 summarizes 

presented-DR control algorithm(s) for each publication with used method(s) and heating 

system(s).  
Table 6. Summarized presented-DR control algorithms in this thesis. 

Publication Method of DR control algorithm Heating system 

I 

Median 

Direct electric  Real-time 

Blocking-maximum subarray  

II 

Median 

GSHP1 coupled with HWST2 Real-time 

Blocking-maximum subarray  

III Real time and blocking-maximum subarray  GSHP coupled with HWST 

IV 

Real-time 
1) GSHP coupled with a two-storage tank system  

2) Water-based electric heating system coupled with a 

two-storage tank system 

Real-time and blocking-maximum subarray  

Real-time and sliding-maximum subarray  

Moving average 

V Linear programming with WT3 and NARX4 GSHP coupled with HWST and PV5 

1 GSHP=Ground source heat pump 
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2 HWST=Hot water storage tank 
3 WT= Wavelet transform 
4 NARX= nonlinear autoregressive network with exogenous inputs 
5 PV= Photovoltaic 

4.1 Rule-based demand response control algorithms (publications I-IV) 

The computational arrangement of the rule-based DR control algorithms investigation shown in 

Figure 10 consisted of two main components: a control algorithm and the IDA ICE building 

simulation tool. The control algorithm part receives inputs from HEP, the weather data, the 

acceptable indoor temperature set points, and the temperature set point(s) of the hot water storage 

tank(s) if there is. The IDA ICE receives inputs from the control algorithm, the weather data and 

the detailed building information. Finally, the IDA ICE produces the aimed results, including 

total annual delivered energy and cost. 

 
Figure 10. The computational arrangement of the investigation. 

The rule-based DR control algorithm is defined regarding how to track the HEP(s). This thesis 

categorized these control algorithms based on real-time hourly electricity price (momentary 

control algorithm) and trend of hourly electricity prices (backwards-looking or predictive control 

algorithms). These control algorithms were applied for different heating systems, including direct 

electric or, the GSHP and auxiliary heater installed at top of the hot water storage tank, or the 

GSHP and two-storage tank system for DHW consumption and space heating demand.   

4.1.1 Based on real-time hourly electricity price  

Momentary control algorithm 
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The momentary control algorithm is based on the current HEP, the minimum indoor temperature 

of the building and maximum temperature of the hot water storage tank if there is. The control 

algorithm controls the operation of the heating system and to determine the temperature set point 

for space heating and hot water storage tank if there is, concerning to the current HEP. 

If HEP is equal or less than the limiting price, the heating system is turned on, the normal 

temperature and the maximum temperature set points are used for space heating and hot water 

storage tank(s), respectively. If HEP is higher than the limiting price, the heating system is turned 

off if the indoor and hot water storage tank(s)’ temperatures are at the acceptable level. While the 

heating system is turned off, energy stored in hot water storage tank(s) is used for DHW 

consumption and space heating demand. Otherwise the heating system is turned on and the 

minimum temperature and the normal temperature set points are used for space heating and hot 

water storage tank(s), respectively. The flowchart for the control mechanism is as given in Figure 

11: 

 
Figure 11. The flowchart of the momentary control algorithm. 

Limiting price is the limiting price and it is 50 €/MWh in publication I and II. The assumed 

limiting price is between the average HEP (36.7 €/MWh) and the maximum HEP (300.1 €/MWh) 

to show the potential of DR for space heating and hot water storage tank according to the 

assumed limiting price. Tmin is the minimum indoor temperature of the building, Tset is the indoor 
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temperature set point, Tset,normal is the normal temperature set point used for detached houses, in 

accordance with the Finnish building code (21 °C) [82] and [114], Tset,min is the acceptable 

minimum indoor temperature set point (publication I).  

For the heating system designed by the GSHP and auxiliary heater with one hot water storage 

tank (publication II), Tset,DHWT=Tset,SHT, Tset,DHWT,normal=Tset,SHT,normal, Tset,DHWT,max=Tset,SHT,max and 

Tmax,DHWT=Tmax,SHT. 

For the heating system designed by the GSHP and two-storage tank system: Tset,DHWT is the 

temperature set point of the DHW tank (publication IV), Tset,SHT is the temperature set point of the 

space heating tank, Tset,DHWT,normal is the normal temperature set point used for DHW tank, 

Tset,SHT,normal is the normal temperature set point used for the space heating tank, Tset,DHWT,max is the 

maximum temperature set point of the DHW tank, Tset,SHT,max is the maximum temperature set 

point of the space heating tank, Tmax,DHWT is the maximum temperature of the DHW tank, and 

Tmax,SHT is the maximum temperature of the space heating tank.  

4.1.2 Based on trend of hourly electricity price  

The rule-based DR control algorithms based on the HEP’s trend depended on how to track the 

trend. This thesis studied the HEP trend based on the previous HEP (backwards-looking control 

algorithm) and the future HEP (predictive control algorithm). These control algorithms are based 

on the past or future values of the HEP, the minimum indoor temperature of the building, outdoor 

temperature and maximum temperature of the hot water storage tank(s).   

Backwards-looking control algorithm 

The first control algorithm to monitor the trend of HEPs is based on the backwards-looking. The 

backwards-looking control algorithm was developed to regulate the heating system and hot water 

storage tank temperature level if there is by means of comparing HEP and the median of the past 

HEP, in publication I and II. If HEP is equal or lower than median HEP, the heating system is 

turned on, set point of space heating is controlled depending on the maximum indoor temperature 

and average outdoor temperature of previous 24 h, and the maximum temperature set point is 

used for hot water storage tank. If HEP is higher than median HEP, the heating system is turned 

off if the indoor and hot water storage tank temperatures are at the acceptable level. Otherwise 

the heating system is turned on and the minimum temperature and the normal temperature set 

points are used for space heating and hot water storage tank, respectively. For maximum 

performance of the control algorithm, the optimal number of previous hours (14), defined in 

publication I was used. This optimal number was calculated by minimizing the annual energy 
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cost of space heating. The flowchart for the presented control mechanism is as given in Figure 

12: 

 
Figure 12. The flowchart of control algorithm B (backwards-looking control algorithm). 

Tmax is the maximum hourly indoor temperature of the building, Tset,max is the acceptable 

maximum indoor temperature set point,  is the average outdoor temperature of previous 24 

h,  is the limiting outdoor temperature considered (0 °C) as the maximum outdoor 

temperature when the indoor temperature set point can be increased, Tset,st,max is the maximum set 

point temperature of the hot water storage tank. The limiting outdoor temperature defines a 

boundary to separate cold and warm periods. This condition monitors the level of outdoor 

temperature to avoid over heating during warm period. Also, space heating building during 

summer time is avoided. The studied limiting outdoor temperatures were assumed 0 °C 

(publication I-IV) and -21 °C (publication I) as the coldest condition according to the TRY 2012.  

Predictive control algorithm based on the blocking-maximum subarray method  

The second control algorithm to monitor the trend of HEPs is based on the future HEPs 

(predictive control algorithm). The predictive control algorithm is based on future values of 

HEPs, the minimum indoor temperature of the building, outdoor temperature and maximum 

temperature of the hot water storage tank if there is (publication I and II). This control algorithm 

has two parts: first, the control algorithm calculates the control signal; second, the heating system 
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is controlled and the set point temperatures of the space heating and the hot water storage tank are 

defined. This control algorithm generates control signal (CS) according to the blocking-

maximum subarray problem [115] based on the optimum future HEPs (12) (publication I). The 

blocking maximum subarray problem calculates a contiguous subarray which has the largest sum 

within a one-dimensional array of numbers containing at least one positive number [115]. The 

control signal for the next n hours (length of the time horizon) is calculated only once at the 

beginning of every period and the length of each period is n hours (e.g., 1 to n+1, n+1 to 2n+1, 

2n+1 to 3n+1 and continues in accordance with this rule), shown in Figure 14.  

According to this strategy, HEPs can be consequently sorted to realize their rising, leveling out or 

falling trend; hence, corresponding control signals can be assigned to the limited future prices. 

The temperature set points are determined by control signals, -1, 0 and +1. The control signal=+1 

means that the trend of future HEPs is rising, thus the heat generation system is turned on, set 

point of space heating is checked and controlled depending on the maximum indoor temperature 

and average outdoor temperature of the previous 24 hours, and the maximum temperature set 

point is used for hot water storage tank. If HEPs has a falling trend (control signal=-1), the heat 

generation system is turned off if the indoor and hot water storage tank’ temperatures are at the 

acceptable level. Otherwise the heat generation system is turned on and the minimum 

temperature is used for space heating and the normal temperature set point is used for the hot 

water storage tank. In other conditions, the heat generation system is turned on and the normal 

temperature set point is used for space heating and hot water storage tank. The flowchart of the 

predictive control mechanism is as presented in Figure 13 (publication II). 
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Figure 13. The flowchart of predictive control algorithms. 

Predictive control algorithm based on the momentary control algorithm and blocking-

maximum subarray method  

The third control algorithm to monitor the trend of HEPs is based on the predictive control 

algorithm. This version of predictive control algorithm considers both momentary HEP and trend 

of HEPs (publication III and IV). This means that if current HEP is higher than the limiting price, 

the heat generation system is turned off if the indoor and hot water storage tank(s)’ temperatures 

are at the acceptable level, otherwise it is turned on. Also, the temperature set point of space 

heating and hot water storage tank(s) are minimum and normal values. Then, to check the trend 

of future HEPs, a blocking-maximum subarray problem is applied to calculate the control signal. 

At that point, the control mechanism is similar to the Figure 12.  

Predictive control algorithm based on the momentary control algorithm and sliding-maximum 

subarray method 

The forth control algorithm to monitor the trend of HEPs is also based on the predictive control 

algorithm. Also, this version of predictive control algorithm considers both momentary HEP, like 

the third control algorithm, and trend of HEPs by sliding-maximum subarray problem 

(publication IV). The first step is similar to the blocking control algorithm; however, the concept 

of checking future HEPs trend is based on a sliding-maximum subarray problem. The sliding-
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maximum subarray problem is close to the blocking one. The control signal for the next n hours 

(length of the time horizon) is calculated in the beginning of every hour, which means that the 

control signal is updated every hour (1 to n+1, 2 to n+2, 3 to n+3 and continues in accordance 

with this rule), shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. Calculated periods for blocking and sliding-maximum subarray problems (in this example n=3h). 

Predictive control algorithm based on the moving average method 

The last (fifth) control algorithm based on the trend of HEPs calculates the control signal based 

on the moving average method (moving average control algorithm) presented in publication IV. 

The control signal is calculated in accordance with the momentary HEP, the average of future 

HEPs from hour p to hour q (HEPavr
+p,+q) and down or up constant marginal value during the 

calculation period. The marginal values are constant and used to calculate the moving limitations 

for each HEP. According to these limitations and other conditions, it is decided (not) to heat the 

building and storage tank(s). At that point, the control mechanism is similar to the Figure 12.  

The control signal=+1 if the HEP is lower than the summation of the average 24 future HEPs 

(HEPavr
+1,+24) and the down marginal value, or the average 6 to 12 future HEPs (HEPavr

+6,+12) is higher 

than summation of the average 6 to 30 future HEPs (HEPavr
+6,+30) and the up marginal value. The 

control signal=-1 if the HEP is higher than the average 24 future HEPs. Otherwise, the control 

signal is 0. Based on this, the pseudo code for the control mechanism is as given in the Equation 

(6) 

If 
HEP<HEPavr

+1,+24+marginal valuedown
or

HEPavr
+6,+12>HEPavr

+6,+30+marginal valueup

   then   CS=+1                                   (6) 

elseif HEP>HEPavr
+1,+24,   then   CS=-1 

else   CS=0 
End if 
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Then, the control mechanism is similar to the Figure 12.  

4.2 Model-predictive demand response control algorithm (publication V)   

This thesis also studied a model-based predictive control for DR. The idea of the presented DR is 

based on the optimal operation schedule of the GSHP. The on-site energy generation was also 

considered to be created by a photovoltaic (PV) system and the influence of PV on DR actions 

was also studied. The PV system includes several solar cells to generate electrical power from 

solar irradiation. The generated solar energy provided by the PV component is described as  

                             (7) 

where Ir stands for irradiation on an inclined plane (W/m2),  (m2) is the panel area,  is the PV 

panel array’s maximum power point efficiency, and PR is the efficiency of any power conversion 

equipment. By solving the cell model for the maximum power efficiency over a range of 

temperatures,  can be obtained. PR deals with loss, such as pre-conversion losses, inverter 

losses, thermal losses, and shading and conduction losses. The selected values for the PV area 

was 45 m2,  is 14.6%, and PR is 80% [116]. 

The hourly energy price is bought and sold from the grid hourly in Finland announced by the 

NordPool, thus the balance is the hourly based. The PV production has also taken into account in 

the optimal delivered energy and the self-consumption of the PV electricity is considered in the 

optimization model. 

Prediction method  

The prediction method of the thesis is based on the combination of wavelet transform (WT), 

nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous inputs (NARX), and linear programming. Since the 

predicted heat energy demand and electricity price are available for 24 hours ahead, in the 

proposed method, linear programming can be applied to form a cost-optimal control command. 

Linear programming is an optimization technique, which can find the best outcome of a linear 

mathematical model. The applied mathematical model for predictive DR in the thesis was linear. 

This prediction method was divided in two main steps. In the first step, the heat demand was 

forecasted for the next 24 hours, integrating the WT and NARX. For training and validating the 

model for heat demand prediction, data generated by simulation software were applied. Then, by 

applying the predicted values, cost-optimal control of both the GSHP and hot water storage tank 

was determined using linear programming. 

Model structure  
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The first priority of the proposed control structure was to cover the daily heat demand of the 

building with the minimum cost. This task was conducted by applying linear programming. For 

forming the optimization cost function, the hourly price of electricity and predicted heat demand 

were determined to be known values. The hourly delivered electrical energies were decision 

variables. These variables dealt with the delivered electricity used for heating the tank to cover 

the heat demand of building. After solving the proposed optimization case, 24 values were 

achieved for heat energy storage. These values determined the required heat energy that should 

be available in the hot water storage tank through each 24 hours. The second priority was to 

evaluate the balance of the electricity demand and on-site electricity generation. If surplus 

electricity was available, then the benefit to the householder is increased by selling electricity 

back to the electrical grid. 

Since the predicted heat energy demand and electricity price are available for 24 hours ahead in 

the proposed method, linear programming was applied to form a cost-optimal control command. 

The applied predictive DR mathematical model in this study, publication V, was linear. Here the 

optimal predictive DR function is defined as 

                                             (8) 

subject to 

                                                          (9) 

                                             (10) 

                                                      (11) 

                                              (12) 

Where CT,h is the daily heating energy cost (€/m2), HEP is the hourly electricity price (€/MWh), 

COP is the coefficient of performance of the GSHP, Eh,d,I is the hourly heating energy demand 

(kWh/m2), Eh,day is the daily total heating energy demand (kWh/m2), and Eh,s,i stands for the 

hourly generated heating energy (kWh). H is the time horizon, Qhp,h,max is the maximum heating 

power of the GSHP (kWh), Δt is the time step, and Eh,s,max is the allowable heating energy content 

in the tank (kWh). 

The price and heat demand are known during the next 24 hours, so by defining proper constraints 

for cost function described in Equation (8), it would be possible to attain optimal heat energy 

storage. The first constraint in Equation (9) guarantees that hourly heating energy demand can be 

covered by the hourly delivered electrical energy. The maximum amount of stored heating energy 

in Equation (10) is also another important issue that should be considered as a constraint. In the 
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end, by Equation (11) it is expected that the daily total heating demand is stored by the hot water 

storage tank. The boundaries for the maximum hourly received heating energy are specified in 

Equation (12).  

The results from linear programming provide the optimal energy delivering schedule. In other 

words, minimizing the cost function regarding to mentioned constraints control the operation of 

the GSHP and the connected hot water storage tank in order to achieve the minimum heat energy 

cost. The control commands for the GSHP are defined based on an optimal operating schedule. 

These commands can be described as ON/OFF signals that control the operation of the GSHP. 

The GSHP receives an ON state command based on optimal operation scheduling. In any other 

states the control commands for the GSHP is OFF. The control commands also depends on the 

temperature of tank, which should not deviate from the defined range. The pseudo code of control 

commands can be explained as Equation (13), 

                                                                                                          (13) 

 <                 

 or   ≥                       

End if 

where is the hourly temperature of the hot water storage tank (°C) and  is the hourly control 

command.  

The predictor algorithm in this control algorithm was applied to predict the total heat demand of a 

building, including space heating and domestic hot water consumption. Different factors affect 

the heat demand of a building, such as the outdoor air condition or occupant behavior. Since the 

accurate prediction of the future energy consumption is critical for the proposed DR, this study 

applies an effective data-driven forecasting technique. Two nonlinear autoregressive with 

exogenous inputs (NARX) models were trained with preprocessed heat demand information. For 

preprocessing, the wavelet transform (WT) was applied to decompose the original heat energy 

demand signal into separate components both as approximations and at detailed levels. The final 

value for future heat demand was achieved by a summation of both models’ outputs. In this study 

(publication V), the predictor model without wavelet analysis was defined as B-NARX and the 

model with the wavelet was named WT-NARX. The structures of both models are shown in 

Figure 15. The inputs of the predictive model are outdoor air temperature as exogenous input and 

heat demand of the building as endogenous input. The output of the predictive model is heat 

demand of the building. The building specification and internal heat gain profiles were constant. 
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Figure 15. The overall configuration of the prediction algorithms B-NARX (uppermost) and WT-NARX (lowermost). 

The prediction horizon was assigned to be 24 hours because the electricity price is available for 

the next 24 hours in advance. The information for electricity prices are released by Nord Pool, 

and the predictor model is updated each 24 hours in order to forecast the next 24 hours’ heat 

demand information. This procedure is shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. The forecasting process. 

4.3 Reference case’s conditions 

To evaluate the performance of the acceptable indoor temperature set points (e.g. the minimum 

temperature set point) and presented demand response control algorithms on heating energy 

consumption and cost, a reference case was taken into account. A reference case for indoor 

temperature set point was chosen based on the thermal comfort point-of-view. The normal indoor 

temperature set point advised by the Finnish regulation, 21 °C, was used for the indoor reference 

case. This temperature set point (21 °C) causes the indoor temperature not to stick in the coldest 

condition, thus the minimum set point temperature was not chosen as the reference case. 

Noticeably, using the acceptable indoor temperature set points for demand response control 

algorithms sacrifice the Finnish thermal comfort temperature for a while. 

The 55 °C was chosen for the hot water storage tank to figure out the influence of storing heating 

energy in higher temperatures used during expensive hourly energy prices. 
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5. Results and discussion 
This section shows the results and discussions of defined aims for this dissertation. As the first 

step, the thermal comfort for occupants is presented from publication I. Then, the results of the 

influence of the proposed DR control algorithms on the heating energy consumption and cost for 

different heating system including, direct electric, GSHP coupled with one or two storage tank(s), 

and GSHP coupled with one storage tank and PV panel are systematically stated. The results 

show that the heating energy consumption and cost were reduced using different DR control 

algorithms. 

5.1 Acceptable indoor temperature set points (publication I) 

The first step of this dissertation was to define thermal comfort bounds and this was 

accomplished in the first publication. The acceptable indoor temperature set point depends on 

various conditions such as different occupants’ behaviour (e.g. different met levels and different 

clothing levels), heat distribution systems and the controller types installed in different buildings. 

To find out the influence of these conditions on acceptable indoor temperatures, this research 

studied, (publication I), different activity levels, clothing levels and air velocities. 

Table 7 presents the acceptable indoor temperatures for the electric radiator heating system and 

electric floor heating system with the on–off and the P-controller types. The minimum and 

maximum indoor temperature set points are shown for three different thermal comfort categories 

defined in the EN 15251 [89] standard.  
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Table 7. Minimum and maximum of air and operative temperatures in electric radiator heating system and electric 
floor heating system with on–off controller and P-controller types for LW-1960 and M-Pass building types (the 

activity and clothing levels are 1.2 met and 0.96 clo, and air velocity is 0.1 m/s). 

Category 
LW-1960 M-Pass 

Min-Max of Tair (°C) Min-Max of Top (°C) Min-Max of Tair (°C) Min-Max of Top (°C) 

Electric radiator heating system, on-off control 

I 22.4-22.5 22.6-22.7 22.6-22.8 22.7-22.9 

II 21.0-22.9 21.2-24.0 21.2-23.6 21.3-24.1 

III 20.0-24.0 20.2-24.4 20.2-24.4 20.3-24.6 

Electric radiator heating system, P-control 

I 22.8-22.9 22.3-22.8 22.3-22.7 22.2-22.7 

II 21.4-24.3 20.8-24.3 20.8-24.1 20.7-24.1 

III 20.4-25.3 19.8-25.3 19.8-25.1 19.7-25.1 

Electric floor heating system, on-off control 

I 22.5-22.6 22.7-22.8 22.6-22.8 22.6-22.8 

II 21.0-23.0 21.3-23.5 21.2-23.5 21.2-24.0 

III 20.0-24.1 20.3-24.4 20.2-24.5 20.2-24.7 

Electric floor heating system, P-control 

I 21.8-22.2 22.1-22.4 22.0-22.3 22.1-22.5 

II 20.4-23.6 20.7-23.7 20.5-23.9 20.6-24.1 

III 19.4-24.6 19.7-24.7 19.5-24.9 19.6-25.1 

 

The range of the acceptable indoor temperature depends on the considered thermal category and 

it is wider from category I to III. As the results of the category III are wider, they were used for 

the rule-based DR control algorithms strategies. The difference between results in the same 

situations are insignificant.  

This thesis, in publication I, assessed influence of acceptable indoor temperature on different 

activity levels, clothing levels and air velocities, including the velocities of 0.1 m/s and 0.2 m/s, 

because they are typical air velocities in detached houses according to [117-118]. The effect of 

air velocity depends on the thermal comfort category; it means that by changing the air velocity 
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from 0.1 m/s to 0.2 m/s, the minimum indoor air and operative temperature set point for 

categories I, II and III, shown in Table 7, increase from 0.6 °C to 1.0 °C depending on cases. The 

effect of activity level also depends on the thermal comfort category: the minimum indoor 

temperature set point can be increased up to 2.0 °C for categories I and up to 2.5 °C for category 

II or III by changing the activity level from 1.2 to 1. Moreover, the effect of a change in clothing 

level from 1.14 clo (shown in Table 7) to 0.96 clo is to increase the minimum indoor air and 

operative temperatures between 0.9 °C and 1.3 °C. 

These results show that the thermal comfort level depend on different conditions.   

5.2 Influence of rule-based DR on energy cost in electrically heated residential buildings 

(publication I) 

The second step of this dissertation was to define and study rule-based control strategies while 

maintaining the defined thermal comfort bounds. This analysis was started, from the first 

publication, in an electrically heated residential houses. This article studied three DR control 

algorithms based on momentary (A), backwards-looking (B) and blocking maximum subarray 

problem (C) for electrically heated residential houses.  

Total delivered heating energy and energy cost were examined for different control algorithms 

with the on–off and P-controller types for two above mentioned building types (LW-1960 and M-

Pass). Because of the higher potential of the thermal comfort category III (Table 1 and Table 2) 

to achieve lower energy cost, it was selected for this examination.  

For this end, the related acceptable indoor temperature set points for each studied case were used. 

Air temperature was used as a control variable, because it is more commonly used as a control 

variable in detached houses in Finland. The studied cases were compared with the reference one. 

The indoor temperature set point of heating in the reference case is a constant 21.0 °C. The 

reason is that this is the normal set point temperature used in detached houses in Finland 

recommended by the Finnish building code. To realize the lowest total delivered energy and cost, 

these were calculated according to the minimum indoor set point temperature for the whole year. 

This study considered two options for the maximum indoor temperature set point values used in 

the simulation: the higher one is the maximum acceptable indoor temperature set point according 

to this study and the lower one (22.0 °C) is to determine the effect of small temperature increase. 

Also two options were considered for limiting outdoor temperature: the first one, 0.0 °C, to allow 

increase in the indoor temperature set points and the second one, 21.0 °C , means that indoor 

temperature set points are not increased at all because that is the lowest outdoor temperature of 
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the weather data used. The energy cost is calculated by Finnish HEP of 2012 including energy 

[83], transfer prices and taxes [119].  

In most of the studied cases, the total delivered energy consumption and cost are decreased for 

control algorithm backwards-looking and predictive by two alternatives; the first one is to change 

the maximum indoor air temperature set point to a lower one (22.0 °C) and the second one is to 

decrease the limiting outdoor temperature to the lowest one (21.0 °C). In most of the studied 

cases, the backwards-looking control algorithm is more effective with different heat distribution 

systems, controller types and options of Tset,min and Tlim
out .  

The backwards-looking and predictive control algorithms are able to save the total delivered 

energy consumption and cost in most of the studied cases. But, depending on the values of the 

parameters and the controller type used with the control algorithms, the backwards-looking 

control algorithm increases total delivered energy consumption and cost by 5.4% and 26.1%, 

respectively; and the predictive control algorithm increases them by 3.6% and 20.7%, 

respectively in M-Pass building type with electric floor heating system. This indicates that a 

performance of the backwards-looking and predictive control algorithms are sensitive to the 

values of the parameters and the controller types. When compared with the reference case, the 

maximum energy consumption and cost saved by the use of the momentary control algorithm are 

0.8% and 2.1%, respectively. The backwards-looking control algorithm can save total delivered 

energy consumption and cost up to 3.1% and 7.7%, respectively. The maximum total delivered 

energy consumption and cost saved by the use of the predictive control algorithms are 1.3% and 

9.6%, respectively.  

The reason of the higher savings by predictive DR control algorithms is that monitoring future 

HEPs makes heat up building in the cheaper HEPs and avoid the expensive HEPs when the heat 

demand is needed in future hours. As the maximum savings occur by the rule-based predictive 

DR control algorithm, this strategy to monitor future HEP is used for the next research steps.    

5.3 Influence of rule-based DR on energy cost in heat pump-heated residential buildings 

(publication II) 

The third step of this dissertation was to a) develop the presented rule-based DR control 

algorithms for a heat-pump heated residential building while maintaining the defined thermal 

comfort bounds, and b) study the influence of these control algorithms on heating energy 

consumption and cost. This article studied three rule-based DR control algorithms based on 

momentary (momentary DR control algorithm, A), backwards-looking (backwards-looking DR 
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control algorithm, B) and blocking maximum subarray problem (predictive DR control algorithm, 

C) in a heat-pump heated residential house. The heating system is the GSHP and auxiliary heater 

installed at top of the hot water storage tank. The auxiliary heater runs when the DR control 

algorithms allow this and it uses direct electricity for higher set point temperatures. The results of 

this article present the performance of DR control on the optimal temperature level and size of 

the hot water storage tank to determine minimum life cycle cost during a 20-year period. Then, 

the performance of the concentrated DR control on the hot water storage tank was analyzed. 

Finally, the effect of the building structures on the performance of DR is investigated. 

To figure out the optimal maximum temperature set point for the hot water storage tank, various 

set points were studied, including 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 85 and 95 °C. Moreover, the smallest (0.3 

m3) and the biggest (1.5 m3) hot water storage tank sizes were studied to find out the effect of 

tank size on the optimal maximum temperature set point. To analyze DR for different 

temperature levels and sizes of hot water storage tank, the annual total delivered energy for the 

heating system and the total energy cost were determined. Figure 17 shows the results of the 

delivered energy for the heating system with different maximum temperature set points and sizes 

of the hot water storage tank. 

 
Figure 17. Delivered energy (DE) for the heating system versus the maximum temperature set point and the studied 

extreme sizes of the hot water storage tank.  

In most of the studied cases, raising temperature level of the hot water storage tank increases the 

delivered energy for the heating system. Below the maximum set point temperature of 65 °C, 

most of the studied cases have a lower delivered energy for the heating system compared to the 

reference case. For the reason that an auxiliary electric heater runs and uses electricity for higher 

set point temperatures, the delivered energy for the heating system in all the studied cases are 
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effectively higher than in the reference case. The minimum delivered energy for the heating 

system occurs in 60 °C as the maximum set point temperature of the hot water storage tank; 

however, its difference with the delivered energy for the heating system in the 65°C case is very 

small. 

The effect of increasing the hot water storage tank size on the delivered energy for the heating 

system mostly depends on the temperature level of the tank. Increasing the tank size, at the same 

temperature level, increases the heat loss of the tank; thus, more heating energy is required for 

reaching the aimed temperature set point. Also, increasing temperature level of the hot water 

storage tank, at the same size, increases both heating energy demand and heat loss. Below the 

maximum set point temperature of 65 °C, the effect of the tank size is small, because the heating 

energy demand is produced by the GSHP consumed low electricity. The effect of the tank size on 

delivered energy for the heating system is significantly more, since the maximum set point 

temperature is above 65 °C, because the need of auxiliary heating being more with a bigger tank. 

Figure 18 shows the results of the energy cost versus the maximum temperature set points and the 

sizes of the hot water storage tank. The energy cost for each studied case is different because 

HEP is dynamic, the performance of each control algorithm is different and generated heating 

energy depends on the tank size. 

 
Figure 18. Energy cost versus maximum temperature set point and extreme sizes of the hot water storage tank.  

The minimum energy costs belong to the predictive DR control algorithm for all the studied cases 

because they have lower delivered energy for the heating system. The effect of the hot water 

storage tank size, as far as the energy cost is concerned, depends on the temperature level of the 

tank. Increasing the tank size while the maximum set point temperature is below 65°C does not 

significantly affect each control algorithm. However, when the auxiliary electric heater is 
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running, the energy cost is significantly increased for each control algorithm. According to these 

findings, the minimum energy cost occurs with the predictive DR control algorithm, with 60 °C 

as the selected temperature set point for both tank sizes. For this studied heating system designed 

by the GSHP connected to the storage tank and auxiliary heater located at the top of the storage 

tank, using maximum power of the GSHP is significantly cost beneficial due to the GSHP 

consumed low electricity.   

This condition was applied to different tank sizes to evaluate the economic status based on the 

life cycle cost for 20-year for each case. The results are presented in Figure 19. Figure 19 

illustrates that bigger size increases life cycle cost; the minimum life cycle cost and delivered 

energy for the heating system belong to the smallest tank size. Therefore, this study concludes 

that predictive DR control algorithm with 60 °C as the maximum temperature set point of the hot 

water storage tank of the 0.3 m3 size has the lowest life cycle cost over the period of 20-year. 

 
Figure 19. The life cycle cost (LCC) and delivered energy for a heating system with different hot water storage tank 

sizes. 

By using the predictive DR control algorithm with 60 °C as the maximum temperature set point 

and 0.3 m3 as the hot water storage tank size, the maximum savings of delivered energy for the 

heating system and the energy cost are 12.2% (2.9 kW h/(m2.a)) and 10.2% (0.63 €/(m2.a)), 

respectively, compared to the reference case without a control algorithm. 

As the performance of the control algorithm depends on several factors, such as HEP, Figure 20 

presents the energy cost of each control algorithm and reference case at the optimal temperature 

level (60 °C) and size (0.3 m3) of the tank for different HEP periods. The periods were selected to 

express the control algorithm performance during those periods. The control algorithms were 

found to behave differently depending on the HEP periods: thus the energy cost of each one is 
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different. The main reasons for the differences between the control algorithms are attributable to 

the heating of the hot water storage tank in different times and number of hours at the 

temperature set point. 

The energy cost of the reference case in most periods is higher than the control algorithms for the 

reason that the heating system is mostly run in cheap and expensive HEPs. For periods which the 

HEP is lower than 50 €/MWh, the predictive DR control algorithm accomplish better because it 

monitors future HEPs and the heating demand can be stored. For periods which the HEP is higher 

than 50 €/MWh, the momentary DR control algorithm performs better due to during these hours 

the minimum indoor temperature set point and normal set point temperature of the hot water 

storage tank are used. 

 
Figure 20. Energy cost of three control algorithms with the optimal set point temperature and 0.3 m3 size of the hot 

water storage tank in different hourly electricity price periods. 

Table 8 presents the number of hours of the set point temperature for the hot water storage tank 

and space heating for the control algorithms. It shows that the predictive DR control algorithm 

uses fewer hours at the maximum set points than the momentary and backwards-looking DR 

control algorithms. Thus, in most of the HEP periods, the predictive DR control algorithm has 

lower heating energy cost. The reason for this is that this control algorithm allows the water 

temperature of the hot water storage tank to drop more than the momentary and backwards-

looking DR control algorithms; thus, its electricity consumption is lower. Therefore, in the annual 

assessment, the predictive DR control algorithm performs better than the momentary and 

backwards-looking DR control algorithms, as shown in Figure 20. 
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Table 8. The number of hours of set point temperature for the hot water storage tank (HWST) and space heating. 

Control algorithm 

Set point temperature of 

HWST (°C) 

Set point temperature of space 

heating (°C) 

55 60 19.5 21 24.9 

No algorithm 8784 - - 8784 - 

A 1017 7767 1090 7694 - 

B 3878 4906 4248 3889 647 

C 6913 1871 1147 7480 157 

 

To find out the effect of the building structure on the DR performance, two building structures, 

including light weight (LW) and massive passive (M) types were studied. Figure 21 shows the 

delivered energy for the heating system for the smallest and biggest hot water storage tank sizes, 

with 60 °C as the selected maximum temperature set point of the tank for each control algorithm. 

Figure 21 indicates that the heating demand of the massive passive building is slightly lower than 

that of the light weight building. 

 
Figure 21. Assessment of the delivered energy for heating system for both building structures with different control 

algorithms and hot water storage tank sizes. 

Figure 21 shows that increasing tank size increases annual delivered energy for the heating 

system for both building structures (light weight and massive passive). The increased amount of 

the delivered energy for the heating energy for both buildings is almost similar; thus, the effect of 

the tank size on the delivered energy savings achieved by the massive building structures is 

insignificant. In the light weight building, the predictive DR control algorithm with a smaller tank 

size performs better than other control algorithms and can save up to 11.3% (2.8 kWh/(m2. a)) of 

the delivered energy for the heating system compared to the reference conditions without a 
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control algorithm for the light weight building. In case of the massive passive building, the 

maximum delivered energy saving by means of the predictive DR control algorithm is 12.2% (2.9 

kWh/(m2. a)). The effect of these control algorithms on the delivered energy for the heating 

system are quite similar for both buildings, which means that the effect of the control algorithm 

does not depend significantly on the thermal mass of the building structure when there is a large 

enough hot water storage tank in use. 

Figure 22 shows the energy cost of the cases shown in Figure 21. In the light weight building, the 

maximum energy cost saving occurs with the predictive DR control algorithm. Up to 10.6% (0.66 

€/(m2. a)) of the energy cost can be saved compared to the reference conditions without a control 

algorithm for the light weight building. In the massive passive building, the corresponding 

maximum energy cost saving is 10.3% (0.63 €/(m2. a)). Also, the energy cost of the light weight 

building, presented in Figure 22, is slightly less than in the massive passive building. Judging 

from the performance of the control algorithm in the light weight building and insignificant 

differences of the energy cost between light weight and massive passive buildings, the effect of 

the control algorithm on the energy cost does not seem to depend significantly on the thermal 

mass of the building structure. It is obvious that the energy cost of the light weight building is 

slightly lower than the energy cost of the massive building. This is mainly due to the higher speed 

of the indoor air temperature control in the light weight building. 

 
Figure 22. Assessment of the energy cost for extreme building structures with different control algorithms and hot 

water storage tank sizes. 
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5.4 The potential of predictive control in minimizing the electricity cost in a heat-pump 

heated residential house (publication III)  

The forth step of this dissertation was to improve the presented rule-based DR control algorithms 

to save more heating energy cost for a heat-pump heated residential building while maintaining 

the defined thermal comfort bounds. The heating system in this article is the GSHP and one hot 

water storage tank. This study developed a control algorithm based on real-time HEP 

(momentary control algorithm) and trend of future HEPs (predictive control algorithm based on 

blocking maximum subarray problem) to control the temperature set point of space heating and 

hot water storage tank. The previous versions of this control algorithm were able to control only 

the temperature set point of space heating (publication I) based either on real-time HEP or trend 

of future HEPs. The developed control algorithm has two main parts, including checking the real-

time HEP and trend of future HEPs. This control algorithm was applied for the space heating and 

hot water storage tank coupled with the GSHP.  

One important factor in the control algorithm is the limiting price which affects on the delivered 

energy for heating and energy cost. The results of the saving of delivered energy for heating 

system and energy cost by using the DR control algorithm for different limiting prices for two 

building types light weight passive (LW-Pass) and massive passive (M-Pass) are presented in 

Figure 23. It shows that for different limiting prices, this control algorithm is able to reduce the 

total delivered energy and energy cost. 

 
Figure 23. Saving of delivered energy for heating system and energy cost by using the control algorithm for both 

buildings. 
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Figure 23 illustrates that the delivered energy for heating system decreases with increasing 

limiting price. The delivered energy for heating system consists of delivered energy of spaces and 

DHW and/or the reheat coil of air handling unit (AHU) shown in Figure 24. 

 
Figure 24. Delivered energy (DE) of heating systems with different limiting prices. 

Lower limiting prices reduce the delivered energy of space heating demands and DHW tank 

because the minimum set point temperature for space heating and normal set point for hot water 

storage tank are used more. This also allows indoor temperature to drop more around minimum 

acceptable set point temperature, thus ventilation supply air temperature is always constant, but 

the heat demand of the supply air increases if the temperature of the exhaust air is lower. 

Increasing the limiting price increases the number of hours to use normal and maximum set point 

temperatures for space heating and maximum set point temperature for hot water storage tank. 

Thus, the delivered energy of spaces and DHW, and air handling unit heating system is increased 

and decreased, respectively, and the total delivered energy for heating system is decreased. The 

maximum savings of total delivered energy for heating system are 11.3% in massive passive 

building type and 10.9% in light weight passive building type by using the limiting price 

60€/MWh and 57€/MWh, respectively. The heating demand of the massive passive building is 

slightly lower than that of the light weight passive building. These results show that the effect of 

the control algorithm on the delivered energy does not depend significantly on the thermal mass 

of the building structure. 

In most of the studied cases for both building types, increasing the limiting price, decreases the 

energy cost. Because the HEP is variable, the energy cost trend by increasing the limiting price 

has some fluctuations. The Figure 24 shows that differences of the energy cost saving between 
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light weight passive and massive passive building cases depend on limiting prices. Thus, the 

effect of the control algorithm on the energy cost can depend slightly on the thermal mass of the 

building structure. The maximum energy cost saving occur since limiting price is 60€/MWh and 

57€/MWh for massive passive and light weight passive, respectively. Also, these limiting prices 

save the energy cost up to 11.5% and 11.1% for massive passive and light weight passive, 

respectively, which these savings are slightly higher compared with the predictive control 

algorithm without the limiting price (it is only based on the trend of HEPs). 

5.5 Influence of four rule-based DRs on energy cost in two heat generation systems with 

two-storage tank system (publication IV) 

The fifth step of this dissertation was to apply new and developed rule-based DR control 

algorithms on a residential building designed by the GSHP coupled with two storage tanks for 

DHW consumption and space heating demand. This article studied the effect of DR actions on 

energy consumption and energy cost with two alternative heat generation systems in a detached 

house in a cold climate. The heat generation systems were the GSHP coupled with a two-storage 

tank system (GSHP heating system) and a water-based electric heating system coupled with a 

similar storage tank system (storing electric heating system). Four rule-based DR control 

algorithms were applied and studied for two alternative heat generation systems formed by real-

time HEP (momentary DR control algorithm), real-time HEP and trend of future HEPs based on 

blocking-maximum subarray problem (blocking DR control algorithm), real-time HEP and trend 

of future HEPs based on sliding-maximum subarray problem (sliding DR control algorithm), and 

moving average method (moving average DR control algorithm). 

The DR control algorithms run the GSHP heating system according to their principles. Figure 25 

shows that the control algorithms try to reduce the use of the expensive electricity. For instance, 

from 554 to 559 hour they heat up the hot water storage tanks and space heating before the HEP 

starts to increase, and continue heating up after the HEP has decreased. The operation of the 

GSHP in the reference case without the DR control algorithm just follows the heat demand of the 

building and it operates more than the other cases during the more expensive period. However, 

these four rule-based DR control algorithms perform differently depending on their principle.    
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Figure 25. The hourly heating energy cost of the GSHP heating system with and without (reference case) DR control 

algorithms during the example period. 

The optimum limiting price value for the momentary, blocking and sliding control algorithms, 

and optimum marginal value for moving average control algorithm are similar for both heat 

generation systems. As a result, Table 9 summarises the optimal parameters of the four studied 

rule-based control algorithms and the achieved savings. 
Table 9. Summarising optimal parameters of studied control algorithms and achieved savings (savings with negative 

values and unsavings with positive values). 

Control algorithm 
LP1 

(€/MWh) 

Length of the 

time horizon (h) 

Marginal values 

(€/MWh) 

Savings of heating energy (%) Savings of heating energy cost (%) 

GSHP heating 

system 

Storing electric 

heating system 

GSHP heating 

system 

Storing electric 

heating system 

Momentary 45 - - -0.1 1.5 -6.5 -5.7 

Blocking 40 24 - -11.2 -1.7 -14.1 -6.6 

Sliding 40 24 - -9.5 -0.6 -14.5 -7.7 

Moving average - - ±55 -11.4 -1.8 -13.8 -6.7 
1 LP= Limiting price 

The results showed that the momentary and predictive control algorithms can be economically 

beneficial. The amount of heating energy and cost savings depend on the control algorithm 

principle. Even if the cost savings in percentage with the storing electric heating system are 

smaller than with the GSHP heating system, the financial savings are significantly higher with the 

storing electric heating system. The maximum achieved annual cost savings by using the DR 

control algorithms with the storing electric heating are 0.62, 0.54, 0.51 and 0.45 €/(m2,a) for the 

sliding, blocking, moving average and momentary control algorithms whole the corresponding 

savaging are 0.32, 0.31, 0.30 and 0.14 €/(m2,a) with the GSHP heating system. 
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The performance of the DR control algorithm depends on different factors in which the HEP is 

one of them. For instance, the main reason the momentary control algorithm has less cost saving 

compared with the other control algorithms is that it makes decision to heat storage tanks and 

building based on the current HEP and it does not look out how HESs are in the future. The 

predictive ones act regarding to the future HEPs and they can store heating energy during the 

expensive HEPs, however, their performance are different.  

Figure 26a, shown performance of the GSHP heating system, and Figure 26b, shown 

performance of the storing electric heating system, present how the control algorithms act in a 

different way based on the HEP periods, therefore their heating energy costs are different in 

different periods. The main reason for this is that the hot water storage tanks are heated with 

different temperature set points and their heating periods are different. It can be mentioned that in 

most of the periods, the predictive control algorithms consume less heating energy, they also 

have lower heating energy cost compared with the momentary control algorithm. Between 

predictive control algorithms, the sliding is more economically beneficial because it allows the 

water temperatures of the DHW and space heating tanks to drop more than other control 

algorithms. Therefore, the annual assessment of the heating energy consumption and cost savings 

point-of-view, the sliding control algorithm has the best performance, then blocking, moving 

average and momentary control algorithms, respectively. The heating energy consumption and 

cost’s trend for different control algorithms in different HEP periods for both GSHP and storing 

electric heating systems are similar. The results, Figure 26, of storing the electric heating system 

is almost 4.5 times higher, which can be attributed to the COP of the GSHP. 
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Figure 26. Heating energy costs of four rule-based control algorithms in their optimal conditions and reference case 

for two-storage tank system in different hourly electricity price periods. 

Since the HEP is less than 40 €/MWh in the cases shown in the Figure 26, more electricity is 

imported by presented rule-based control algorithm cases compared to the reference case. For the 

reason that the limiting price for the optimised momentary control algorithm is 45 €/MWh, it is 

40 €/MWh for the optimised blocking and sliding control algorithms, and marginal value for the 

optimised moving average control algorithm is 55 €/MWh. For the rest of HEPs (higher than 40 

€/MWh), the heat generation system turns off if the indoor and tank temperatures are at the 

acceptable levels; thus the reference case consumes more electricity and generates more heating 

energy cost compared to all control algorithms. 

Different rule-based DR control algorithms operate with different logics, also the set point 

temperatures of both hot water storage tanks and space heating are varying in different ways. 

Therefore, according to the best performance of each control algorithm from a cost saving point-
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of-view, Table 10 presents the number of hours of the set point temperatures realized during the 

year with the studied control algorithms.  
Table 10. The number of hours of set point temperatures for the space heating, DHW tank (DHWT) and space 

heating tank (SHT). 

Control algorithm 
Set point temperature of space heating (°C) 

Set point temperature 

SHT (°C) DHWT (°C) 

19.5 21 24.9 30 45 50 57 67 

Reference - 8784 - - 7652 - 1132 - 

Momentary 1768 7016 - 1741 - 5581 19 1443 

Blocking 3058 5646 80 7011 - 4 1428 341 

Sliding 3251 5245 288 6888 - 419 649 828 

Moving average 4158 4591 35 7085 - 19 1661 19 

The momentary control algorithm has two alternative set point temperatures for space heating 

(19.5 and 21 °C), DHW tank (57 and 67 °C) and space heating tank (30 and 50°C). But, the 

blocking, sliding and moving average control algorithms have three alternative set point 

temperatures for space heating (19.5, 21 and 24.9 °C), and two alternative set point temperatures 

for DHW tank (57 and 67 °C) and space heating tank (30 and 50 °C). As the heat generation 

systems adjust set point temperatures hourly, the number of set point temperatures for space 

heating or hot water storage tanks is 8784.  

It shows that the sliding control algorithm uses more hours at the maximum set point 

temperatures for space heating and hot water storage tanks than other predictive control 

algorithms, but it is more economically beneficial. It must be noted that the differences between 

predictive control algorithms in a cost saving point-of-view are insignificant; however, their 

number of hours of set point temperatures are very different.   

5.6 Influence of model-predictive DR on energy cost in heat pump-heated residential 

building (publication V) 

The sixth step of this dissertation was to apply a model-based predictive DR control algorithm for 

a heat-pump heated residential building while using generated electricity by PV and maintaining 

the thermal comfort. This article investigated the integration of a data-driven DR control 

algorithm for residential building with the GSHP, hot water storage tank and on-site energy 

generation. The heating demand of building is predicted by means of a hybrid wavelet transform 

and a dynamic neural network. Linear programming is implemented to define a cost-optimal 

schedule for the operation of the GSHP. 
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The electricity price and heat power demand for the next 24 hours were used to find the cost 

optimal energy content of the hot water storage tank, and then the linear programming was 

applied to solve the cost function and corresponding constraints. The results for the cost-optimal 

heat energy contents of the tank are shown in Figure 27.  

 
Figure 27. Optimal heating energy generation (GE = generated energy, EP = energy price). 

In Figure 27, energy generation by the GSHP in three different states is shown for a sample day. 

The generated energy by the GSHP can be stored in the hot water storage tank. The first state as 

reference case deals with the GSHP energy generation without DR control strategy. Two other 

states are the GSHP energy generation with DR control strategies integrated with B-NARX and 

WT-NARX. Based on Figure 27, the larger energy content can be stored through lower electricity 

price periods. 

The important matter when using linear programming for defining the optimal thermal energy 

storage is access to hourly heat demand. Figure 27 shows that application of the explained DR 

method using the results of the B-NARX and WT-NARX, and the reference case without any DR 

control. This difference between predicted and real demand forms a mismatching between stored 

heat and heat demand. It means that the stored heat energy of the hot water storage tank, 

calculated based on the predicted values by the B-NARX model, cannot respond to the demand 

of the building for each hour. Therefore, the difference due to the mismatching of generated 

energy and demand must be bought from the electrical network. The additional import of 

electricity prevents achieving the optimal energy cost for the studied system. Figure 27 shows 
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that by applying the control and improving the quality of prediction, the delivered energy is 

shifted to those periods with lower electricity price. The difference between energy generation by 

the GSHP in combination of DR with B-NARX and WT-NARX, in this sample day is about 1 

kWh. These daily mismatching in the end of the year result in lower energy cost saving with B-

NARX.  

The results for WT-NARX are compatible with the demand simulated by the reference tool and it 

paves the way to achieving cost-optimal energy storage. Due to the perfect prediction of heat 

demand, predictive planning for cost-optimal thermal energy generation is possible. Table 11 

presents the effect of the control system through the role of exact demand prediction of the 

annual heating energy cost. The reference case used for evaluating the performance of the 

presented control configurations does not use any DR control strategy. 
Table 11. Heating energy and cost reduction with the DR control.  

Item 

(control structure) 

WT-NARX + linear 

programming 

B-NARX + Linear 

programming  

Without DR control 

(the reference case) 

Annual electricity cost (€/m2,a) 1.4 1.5 1.6 

Annual delivered electricity (kWh/ m2,a) 13.5 13.5 13.5 

Cost Reduction % 

(compare with the reference state) 
12.5 6.3 ----- 

 

By using the control method with the Linear programming-plus-WT-NARX control method, an 

10% reduction in heating energy cost can be gained. On the other hand, mismatching in demand 

prediction decreases the ability of the control method with linear programming and B-NARX and 

provides only 4.4% heating energy cost cutting. For the integration of WT-NARX with linear 

programming, the annual cost reduction is achieved as 10%. The presented results explain the 

application DR in the proposed energy system without considering PV generation.  

The electrical energy generated by the PV panel is compared with the total electrical energy 

consumption of the building in each hour. The total imported electricity of the building includes 

energy for lighting and equipment as well as the GSHP’s electricity demand. The surplus on-site 

electricity generation is sold back to the grid. The overall results of the control performance in 

combination with on-site energy generation are presented in Table 12. The reference case in this 

section has no on-site PV generation and no DR control. 
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Table 12. Imported energy and cost reduction for some configurations. 

Item 

Imported electricity  Reduction (%) Exported electricity 

Energy Cost  
Energy Cost 

Energy Benefit  

(kWh/m2,a) (€/m2, a) (kWh/m2, a) (€/m2, a) 

With DR control and a PV system     

(selling energy) 
32.6 2.8 24.3 43.3 22.6 0.8 

Without DR control and with a PV 

system 
32.6 2.9 24.3 41.7 21.8 0.8 

Without DR control and energy 

generation                         

(the reference case) 

43.1 5 --- --- --- --- 

 

Applying the control algorithm and on-site energy generation reduce the electrical energy cost by 

about 43%, while energy consumption is reduced by around 24%. The benefit achieved by on-

site PV generation is about 0.80 €/(m2,a), for the studied case. Applying the on-site energy 

generation is more effective on the total electricity demand than on the heating DR control. Also, 

in Table 12 it can be seen that without DR, the effect of the PV generation is still significant on 

total electricity demand reduction. However, the effect of DR made a minor difference to the 

exported energy (0.02 €/m2,a). The cost reduction when only using PV generation is 2% less than 

a system with a PV and DR strategy, which emphasizes the low effect of DR on PV operation. 

This can be explained by the logic behind the DR control. In the DR control, the main focus is on 

the cost of electrical energy for heating. Therefore, its effect on total electricity cost depends on 

the portion of total electrical energy demand required for heating. In other words, when the focus 

is on the total electricity demand reduction of the building, investing in PV generation is more 

beneficial than developing a DR control for a heating system alone. 

5.7 Influence of variation of the temperature set points 

For the studied cases, presented in the publication I, the minimum set point temperature performs 

best in heating energy consumption compared with the 21 °C reference case. For the massive 

passive building type with the electric floor heating system, the demand response control 

performs better in saving the heating energy cost. As this building model is recently 

recommended and built in Finland, it was used for demand response control study for the 

publications II-V. From the comfort point-of-view the DR clearly outperforms the minimum set 

point cases. 
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Figure 28 shows the one-year duration curve of the average indoor temperature for different rule-

based demand response control algorithms during 5500 h, and for the rest of the year (3284 h); 

the average indoor temperature difference between different rule-based demand response control 

algorithms is very insignificant. Additionally, it shows indoor temperature variation derived by 

different indoor temperature set points. As the reference case uses a fixed indoor temperature set 

point for heating (21 °C), the average indoor temperature is higher most of the year.  

Figure 28 also shows that rule-based demand response control algorithms sacrifice the Finnish 

thermal comfort (21 °C), because for some hours the average indoor temperature is lower than 21 

°C. The momentary control algorithm uses more normal set point temperature, thus it keeps 

indoor temperature warmer than predictive rule-based demand response control algorithms. The 

sliding control algorithm uses higher number of hours in maximum set point temperatures for the 

space heating compared with other predictive rule-based demand response control algorithms, 

then its average indoor temperature is higher. In contrast, the average indoor temperature 

influenced by blocking and moving average control algorithms is lower. 

As the average indoor temperature differences between rule-based demand response control 

algorithms are small, it can be noted that the stored heating energy in the building is almost 

similar for the presented rule-based demand response control algorithms (shown in Figure 28) 

because the building’s structures are massive and the temperature drift is very slow. 

 
Figure 28. The 5500 hours duration curve of the indoor average temperature for different rule-based demand 

response control algorithms’ and reference cases. 
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6 Conclusions 
Price-based Demand response, called DR, in the building application can participate in load 

management programs to support the electrical power of the grid to mitigate peak demand and 

prevent exposure of its infrastructure to critical strains. Without DR, the grid operators must rely 

on and use expensive and polluting fossil fuel power plants during peak periods of electricity 

usage; it may also stop supplying certain areas if the demanded power cannot be provided. At the 

building level, DR control algorithms assist in shifting a part of the electricity demand. These 

shifts can reduce the building’s energy costs while also improving the grid-wide load factor of the 

electric power system. This doctoral dissertation investigated the DR under day-ahead hourly 

energy prices. 

This doctoral thesis studied the influence of DR actions on thermal comfort, energy consumption 

and cost in residential buildings designed with different heating systems in Finland. To figure out 

the influence of DR actions on thermal comfort and electricity cost, the detailed building 

simulation is needed. This doctoral thesis was simulation based and carried out with the validated 

dynamic building simulation tool IDA Indoor Climate and Energy. The hourly electricity price 

2012 year was used, and the life cycle cost for a 20-year period was calculated. This thesis found 

out a very good agreement between the simulated and measured temperature distribution of the 

hot water storage tank. Mainly rule-based DR control algorithms were investigated in this 

dissertation, because they are easier than model predictive one to be implemented in the practical 

point-of-view. However, the model-based DR control algorithm was also studied.  

This study concluded the acceptable range of indoor air and operative temperatures complying 

with the recommended thermal comfort categories in accordance with the EN 15251 standard for 

the common range of the Finnish detached houses. All presented control algorithms maintain the 

indoor temperature on a good level for occupants. However, the DR control algorithms used 

different indoor temperature set points provided better thermal comfort.  

It is empathised that the investigated rule-based DR controllers do not have any energy-related 

advantage when compared to an ordinary PI controller set to track the lower comfort limit of the 

identified thermal comfort range. As the rule-based DR control algorithms were designed to 

reduce the heating energy cost, the minimum temperature set point resulted in less heating energy 

consumption. The rule-based DR control algorithms are effective in cost saving and they 

maintain the indoor temperature on a good level, sacrificing the recommended Finnish level 

(21 °C) for less than 500 hours a year. 
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The proposed DR control algorithms reduced or minimized the heating energy cost for 

electrically heated and heat-pump heated detached houses while maintaining the indoor 

temperature on a good level. They were able to use the maximum indoor air temperature set 

points, which meaning they are able to store heating energy in the building during peak hours. 

The results of several proposed DR control algorithms showed that all presented ones were able 

to reduce the heating energy demand and cost. However, the DR control algorithms based on the 

trend of future hourly electricity prices performed better. The rule-based DR control algorithm is 

able to reduce the electricity cost by around 15% and the model-based predictive DR control 

algorithm does this by 12% in the best cases. 

According to the results of this dissertation for the detached houses in Finland, it is recommended 

to use the presented method to define the acceptable range of indoor air temperatures for different 

building types (e.g., apartment, office and commercial buildings) for DR investigations. In line 

with principles of the proposed rule- and model-based DR control algorithms, they would be 

cost-effective for different building types equipped with different heating system. 
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